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foreword

What are the big scientific and scholarly questions facing us in 2011? And for which of 
those questions can dutch researchers play a special role? In this document – which 
considers just under fifty major issues derived from the dynamism of current research 
– the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW) aims to provide an in-
spiring answer to these questions.

Science and scholarship explore the boundaries of human knowledge. That quest 
never ceases because, as the cliché puts it, every good answer raises at least two new 
questions. This is why we now find ourselves in a paradoxical age in which there are 
more answers but also more questions than ever before.

dutch researchers play their own role in that quest. We can be pleased by the high 
quality and productivity of the researchers based here in the Netherlands. Even though 
there is naturally no such thing as exclusively “dutch science and scholarship”, there 
are nevertheless research questions which dutch researchers are in a good position 
to help answer. These are challenges that demand a concentrated approach and extra 
investment.

The Academy finds it important to emphasise that scientific and scholarly research 
makes a crucial contribution to achieving prosperity and well-being, to solving social 
problems, and to encouraging a competitive and innovative economy. Science and schol-
arship generate new insights, develop new technologies, and mobilise intelligent peo-
ple. In order to optimise this contribution, it is more important than ever to properly 
direct the piecemeal efforts of the dutch authorities. Alongside the major areas of in-
novation that are currently being defined via the top sectors of the economy, pioneering 
and curiosity-driven research also demands an inspiring long-term strategy. Anyone 
reading this Research Agenda will see that these two movements are not opposed but 
are, to a large degree, extensions of one another. It is difficult to find a topic on the Re-
search Agenda that does not provide added value in a social or economic sense. This 
organic unity of all types of knowledge generation cannot be emphasised enough.

Never before has the Netherlands had such a wide-ranging agenda drawn up by the 
researchers themselves. The full range of the Academy’s members and Advisory Coun-
cils were involved in producing the Research Agenda. Thanks are due to all those in-
volved in this experiment, in particular the joint chairs Marianne Joëls and Marc Groen-
huijsen.

Science and scholarship never stand still, and the Academy therefore intends regu-
larly revising the dutch Research Agenda. What is clear in any case is that it will not be 
difficult to draw up a list of challenging questions.

Robbert dijkgraaf
President of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences
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i. introduction

What is the Dutch Research Agenda?

In 2005, the journal Science formulated 125 major unanswered questions currently fac-
ing scientists.1 Those questions reflected the expectations, fascination, wonderment, 
and curiosity of the scientific world itself: Where will major advances be made? What 
are the challenges for the next ten or twenty years?

In its strategic plan, the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (the ‘Acad-
emy’) has been inspired by this example. In the Netherlands too, one can ask in which 
fields major advances can be expected, in particular as regards those fields in which 
dutch researchers play a leading role internationally. It is therefore important to con-
sider all areas of science and scholarship. The combination of these challenging research 
questions makes up the ‘dutch Research Agenda’.

What is the unique position of the Dutch Research Agenda?

Several surveys of research have been produced in recent years by various organisa-
tions. With the dutch Research Agenda, the Academy adds a unique element to those 
surveys, as the voice of science and scholarship. In the Research Agenda, the Academy 
lists the fascinating research questions that can be identified for the full range of scien-
tific and scholarly endeavour and – given the strength of research in the Netherlands 
– where there are opportunities for decisively advancing our knowledge and under-
standing. The primary driver for the Research Agenda can best be expressed by the 
Academy’s motto: purely for science and scholarship. The keyword here is fascination; 
it is fascination which makes the Research Agenda anything but a report from an ivory 
tower. Many of the topics dealt with will prove their value to society in the medium 
term, in the same way as the achievements of our own time are the result of the basic 
scientific and scholarly research of the recent past. The interface with applications is 
also clear in many of the research questions considered in the Research Agenda.

The Research Agenda therefore has a character of its own but otherwise corresponds 
closely with other recent surveys. In 2008, for example, the Association of Universities 
in the Netherlands (VSNU) presented a ‘Sampler of Outstanding and Interesting Re-
search’ in which the universities drew attention to 21 research topics of outstanding 
quality and great benefit. The topics presented in that document are not necessarily the 
same, however, as those identified by leading researchers themselves working at all the 
country’s research institutes, as is the case with the present Research Agenda.

1  ‘125 Questions: what don’t we know?’ Science 309 (2005), 75–102
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A number of research fields have also drawn up a sector plan in recent years, setting 
out the priorities for their research. The basic principle of these sector plans differs 
from that of the dutch Research Agenda in that they are primarily concerned with the 
question of how best to ensure the future of the discipline concerned, not only as re-
gards research but also training and embedding within the universities.

In both its previous and most recent strategy documents, the Netherlands Organisa-
tion for Scientific Research (NWO) has also identified important research themes. In 
the light of those themes, the NWO wishes to join with relevant partners in giving an 
impetus to the work of solving the urgent issues confronting society. The themes chosen 
by the NWO are aimed at creating close ties between, on the one hand, the expertise 
present within leading groups of scientists and scholars and, on the other, the priorities 
pursued by government and national knowledge institutions.

The most recent survey is the document To the Top: the Main Lines of the New Policy 
for Business and Industry,2 which identifies nine top economic sectors in line with the 
current Government’s Coalition Agreement. The innovations within society that this 
selection of top sectors aims to bring about will only be possible if there is a strong sci-
entific and scholarly basis. It is therefore essential for there to be a proper balance be-
tween investment that leads to innovation in the short term and in the longer term. The 
dutch Research Agenda emphasises above all the opportunities in the medium term. It 
therefore forms a single organic whole with the proposals mentioned, adding an ele-
ment that was hitherto missing.

Who is the Research Agenda intended for?

The Research Agenda reflects what leading researchers consider to be the research fields 
and questions where pioneering answers can be expected in the medium term. It is im-
portant for this view to receive broad support within the research community itself, and 
for the research community to join forces in this regard. However, the repertoire of chal-
lenging questions – put together by researchers on the basis of their wonderment and 
curiosity – is also directed to those responsible for research policy. The Research Agenda 
is therefore primarily intended for these policy-makers: politicians, senior civil servants, 
university administrators, research institutes, university medical centres, and the various 
divisions of the NWO. By also publishing the Research Agenda in English, the Academy is 
addressing parties beyond the Netherlands, for example sister organisations and others 
who determine the research agenda within Europe.

By establishing promising areas, it becomes possible to strive for further concentra-
tion and sufficient critical mass, aspects that are critical for a stimulating research climate. 
The Research Agenda aims to serve as a frame of reference. Concentration is important, 
although the excellence of the researchers themselves remains decisive for success in sci-
entific and scholarly endeavour. Supporting the researchers – including by means of per-
sonal grants – is a precondition for ensuring the vitality of research in the Netherlands.

2  Naar de top: de hoofdlijnen van het nieuwe bedrijfslevenbeleid
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How was the Research Agenda drawn up?

In order to make the greatest possible use of insights among researchers themselves, 
it was decided that a bottom-up procedure should be applied. Topics for the Research 
Agenda were initially proposed by the Academy’s members in the various disciplines 
(i.e. sections). Topics were also proposed by the Academy’s Advisory Councils; these are 
broadly based groups of leading researchers – whether or not Academy members – in-
tended to ensure effective coverage of the various disciplines. The sections and Adviso-
ry Councils were requested to identify the research questions for which dutch research 
groups can be expected to achieve major advances within the next ten to twenty years.

A committee consisting of the chairs of the sections and Advisory Councils – itself 
under the dual chairmanship of a member of the board of the Humanities and Social Sci-
ences division and of the Science division – then either combined closely related topics 
or separated them more clearly from one another. Careful consideration was given to 
whether any important research fields had been omitted and whether there was bal-
anced representation of the whole research field. The final selection of topics was then 
divided into nine broad categories. The sections, Advisory Councils, and committee 
members are listed in Appendix 1.

What next?

Research is pre-eminently a dynamic activity. discoveries can open up an entirely new 
field within just a short time; it is consequently difficult to predict what the research 
landscape will look like in ten years time. The Research Agenda will therefore require 
regular updating.

An important concept in science and scholarship is that of falsification. In a certain 
sense, that concept can also be applied to this Research Agenda: Is this the best pos-
sible list? Even though the Academy brought in leading researchers – whether or not 
members of the Academy – to draw up the Research Agenda, presenting it for consid-
eration by external parties represents an open-minded approach that can only increase 
the quality of future versions. The Academy will therefore take steps to ensure that such 
external consideration takes place.

Marc Groenhuijsen
Marian Joëls
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energy, and  

bio-environment
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1 what processes take place 
within our planet, and how do 

they make themselves felt?

For a long time, earth scientists concerned themselves primarily with studying the 
outermost layers of the Earth. There was insufficient information about the deeper 
layers for them to understand what goes on there. New technology is revealing 
more about the deeper layers of our planet’s mantle. What forces are at work deep 
down within the Earth, and how do they affect us on the surface?

The first generations of geologists had to content themselves with what they could ob-
serve at the Earth’s surface. They formulated theories about how mountain chains are 
formed, and about how sunlight, water, wind, temperature, and gravity create splendid 
landscapes.

Scientific progress has allowed us to understand the deeper layers, and study of the 
ocean floor has produced new insights. Starting with the outermost layer – down to 
about 35 kilometres – we have come to understand more in the past fifty years about 
the whole of the lithosphere, which includes the Earth’s crust and extends to a depth 
of some 100 kilometres. It suddenly became clear how plate tectonics causes the con-
tinents to shift, and how deep down a slow but inexorable circulation operates of slug-
gishly flowing rock. Insight into that circulation helps us to understand what is going on 
around us: faults, earthquakes, volcanoes, and unstable or stable – for now – rock strata. 
The truth, as we now know, sometimes lies much deeper, below the lithosphere in the 
deeper layers of the mantle, which reaches down to the boundary with the Earth’s core 
at a depth of some 2900 kilometres.

In recent years, new and more sophisticated measurement technologies have been 
developed. For example, we can measure with increasing precision – and analyse with 
computers – how shockwaves penetrate deep into the Earth and are then reflected back. 
Satellites allow us to measure very exactly how the shape of the Earth changes.

Volcanic eruptions

We are gradually constructing a detailed three-dimensional picture of the structure of 
the Earth’s mantle. This presents earth scientists with a new challenge, namely how 
to deduce from that structure what processes operate within the mantle and to un-
derstand how those processes in turn influence those within the Earth’s crust and the 
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lithosphere. Ultimately, researchers aim to fully understand what happens to the rocks 
that make up our planet on every scale of time and space. A few years ago, the American 
Journal Science put it like this: ‘How does Earth’s interior work?’

That question in itself is definitely worth answering, but the answer can also be ap-
plied indirectly in all kinds of ways. In the same way as understanding plate tectonics 
helps oil companies discover new oil fields, understanding the underlying processes 
within the Earth’s mantle will help us to predict events within and at the surface of our 
planet: not only earthquakes and volcanic eruptions but also changes in ocean currents 
and climate change.

Investigation of the dynamics deep down within the Earth involves a wide range of 
scientific disciplines, for example experimental and seismological investigation, labora-
tory and field research, but increasingly also computational science and measurement 
of the shape and movements of the Earth as viewed from space (satellite geodesy), 
which also allows us to determine the growth or shrinkage of the polar ice caps.

The processes that earth scientists identify are likely to operate extremely slowly 
and it will be no simple matter to use measurements taken over only a few decades to 
predict what happens on a scale of millions of years. The scientists are nevertheless 
confident that many of their ‘snapshots’ will be able to tell us a great deal, in the same 
way as a few short TV clips can sometimes predict quite well the outcome of a football 
match.
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2 what are the causes and 
effects of climate change?

The Earth’s climate has undergone frequent changes in the course of time. Partly 
because of this, species have evolved or become extinct and new species have de-
veloped. The climate is currently the object of a great deal of concern; many of the 
past fifteen summers have been among the warmest of the last two hundred years. 
The resulting local weather conditions – wetter or drier, more extremes – can have 
drastic consequences for the sustainability of communities and the functioning of 
ecosystems. It is therefore vital for us to be able to predict climate change more ac-
curately, as well as the speed at which it is taking place.

How can we predict climate change more accurately?

In the course of our attempts to produce scientifically based short-term and long-
term scenarios for climate change, it has repeatedly become clear that we do not know 
enough about the underlying physical, chemical, and biological processes. Significant 
examples of this include the indirect aerosol effect (i.e. the effect of airborne dust parti-
cles on the properties of clouds), the effect of clouds on insolation, the dynamics of ice 
caps, the release of methane, the mixing processes within the oceans, changes in the CO2 
chemistry of seawater, the water cycle, and the carbon cycle. Filling in these gaps in our 
knowledge will help us produce models with which to predict climate more reliably for 
the next twenty-five years but also far beyond – even as far as 2100.

Over the years, a lot of different climate measurements have been carried out, both 
on earth and from space. There is also a growing volume of ‘proxy data’ from derived 
climate indicators, for example measurements of core samples taken from the polar ice 
caps. Calculation models are able to describe climatic processes in increasing detail, and 
the capacity of supercomputers is also increasing. There is a pressing need for all this 
information to be integrated.

What collective effects do the various feedback processes have within the climatic 
system? Can we quantify the combined uncertainties regarding climate change as far 
ahead as 2200? We can expect pioneering answers to such questions in the course of 
the next decade thanks to combinations of climate research with disciplines including 
palaeoclimatology, applied mathematics, fluid dynamics, and ‘scientific computing’.
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How much will the Earth heat up?

Validation of climate models in the light of historical data is essential if we are to ar-
rive at better predictions. Properly dated, detailed climate reconstructions related to 
changes in the carbon cycle are vital to a better understanding of climate change. The 
Earth’s geological past (Pleistocene, Tertiary, and Cretaceous) makes this possible if we 
compare the temperatures predicted by climate models with those that can be recon-
structed using ‘proxies’, i.e. indirect data currently acquired mainly from core samples 
from the polar ice caps and deep sea sediments. There is a pressing need for new prox-
ies – for example based on continental sediments – and improvements in the existing 
ones so that we can reconstruct temperature and carbon dioxide levels more effectively 
and further back into the past. In particular, there is a major need for additional data 
regarding previous ‘greenhouse periods’ in the Earth’s history.

Biological effects: the carbon cycle

The rate of carbon dioxide circulation within the atmosphere is high. It takes only about 
six years for all the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere to be absorbed and stored by 
plants, later being released again via respiration. The carbon cycle is linked to the water 
cycle: carbon dioxide enters a plant via the stomata, while water evaporates via the 
same route.

We do not yet fully understand the interaction between the different cycles, from 
leaf cells right up to ecosystems. How does the carbon dioxide in the air affect – both 
biochemically and biophysically – the growth of leaves, the development of stomata, 
and the extent to which the latter are open? How does an increasing level of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere affect the water balance and thermoregulation within the 
entire canopy and the growth and production of wood within various ecosystems?

Ecological and evolutionary impact of climate change

Research into the ecological impact of climate change focuses on three main questions: 
how do species adapt their geographical distribution when climate zones shift? How 
can species adapt – from both the functional and evolutionary point of view – to chang-
es in their environment? What impact does climate change have on biodiversity and the 
functioning of ecosystems?

Species affect one another within ecosystems via predator-prey interaction, compe-
tition, facilitation, and symbiosis. However, climate change does not affect all species in 
the same way. Species that spread or evolve rapidly, for example, are better able to shift 
their geographical distribution or adapt to changing conditions.
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Climate change therefore leads to new kinds of interaction between species. Some 
species within an ecosystem die out, while others penetrate it. We need a better under-
standing of how these processes operate and of protective measures to help species 
adapt to changing climatic conditions.

In order to predict future trends, it will be extremely important to relate ecological 
and evolutionary research at the level of individuals and communities to research at the 
level of processes. This kind of research can utilise knowledge regarding how species 
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currently respond to climate change and how they did so in the past. Phylogenetic in-
formation on the background to species development will be important in making out-
comes regarding individual species more generally applicable.
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3 can we supply our total 
energie requirement  

with sunlight?

In theory, light from the Sun that strikes the Earth is sufficient to provide the whole 
world with clean and sustainable energy. In practice, however, we are unable to 
cost-effectively convert solar energy into more easily usable forms of energy. Ma-
jor scientific breakthroughs are necessary to bridge the gap between theory and 
practice.

Every day, a sufficient amount of sunlightsunlight strikes the Earth to completely meet 
our requirement for energy. In fact, the quantity of energy reaching us from the Sun every 
day greatly exceeds what we use from the Earth’s finite energy resources such as oil, natu-
ral gas, coal, and uranium. A major scientific challenge is to convert that enormous and 
inexhaustible stream of energy into usable forms of energy in an efficient manner.

Each day, man utilises three types of energy: electricity, combustible fuel, and heat. 
Each of these can be generated using sunlight. However, specifically converting sunlight 
into electricity and combustible fuel – via photovoltaic solar cells or ‘bio-solar cells’ – con-
fronts us with enormous, but fascinating, scientific questions.
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Photovoltaic solar cells convert sunlight into electricity directly by causing photons 
to react with electrons. Theoretically, solar cells can convert between 75 and 85% of 
the sunlight striking them into electricity. In practice, however, the efficiency is so far 
no more than 25%, and cheaper, flexible solar cells constructed of organic materials 
achieve no more than 5%.

Scientists are attempting to increase the efficiency of solar cells by following a 
number of different lines of research. It would help, for example, to use more colours 
of the solar spectrum than just one as at present. Efficiency would also be improved by 
reducing the amount of reflection from the surface of the solar cell. The efficiency of or-
ganic solar cells could perhaps be increased by combining organic material with cheap 
inorganic materials or systems. In many research approaches, it will be crucial to study 
the behaviour of light on the nanoscale.

Bio-solar cells

A great deal of research on the conversion of sunlight into usable energy is inspired by 
the process of photosynthesis in the natural world. After all, microorganisms and plants 
have evolved over the course of billions of years into highly efficient energy conversion 
systems.

Photosynthesis occurs in many organisms in nature, and that rich variety can be 
utilised to design particularly efficient ‘bio-solar cells’, i.e. biological systems in which 
specifically the first photochemical stage of photosynthesis is used and optimised so 
that solar energy is very efficiently stored in fuels or other types of usable energy. The 
subsequent biochemical stages, in which efficiency is lost, are then omitted. 

Can we improve the photosynthesis in agricultural crops, for example, so as to pro-
duce richer harvests per hectare? Can we create photosynthetic cyanobacteria or algae 
that use sunlight to convert atmospheric carbon dioxide into fuels such as ethanol or 
butanol? And can we utilise a combination of biological and artificial components to 
develop ‘artificial leaves’ that can store energy from sunlight in hydrogen with a high 
level of efficiency? Can we gain inspiration from natural photosynthesis so as to design 
synthetic photosynthetic processes that can convert sunlight into energy without the 
intervention of living organisms?
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4 how do plants react to their 
environment?

If animals are dissatisfied with where they are, they can leave. Most plants are un-
able to do that; they are rooted in the soil. They therefore need to be able to develop 
better defences against their enemies and know how to deal with unfavourable 
conditions. How do they do that? 

It is only in the past few years that researchers have begun to understand how ingen-
iously plants are able to defend themselves. They can in fact react with lightning speed, 
can transmit warnings to one another with special signalling substances, and provide 
shelter for all kinds of organisms that can help them in the struggle to survive. They can 
also adapt their growth to the prevailing circumstances.
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Throughout the course of history, plants have been an extremely instructive object 
of scientific study. That is not only because they provide food and various useful sub-
stances – from aspirin and rubber to quinine and orange juice – but also because it is 
sometimes much easier to study biological processes in plants than in laboratory ani-
mals. We sometimes lose sight of the fact that cells, genes, telomeres, the mechanism 
of RNA silencing and dNA recombination were all first discovered in plants. Plants also 
have the special – and extremely useful – property of being able to be propagated by 
means of cuttings, thus producing an entirely new and viable plant from a single cell.

Attackers

Plants make good use of all these options: they grow towards the light, they flower in 
the right season, they can withstand drought, floods, and voracious attackers.

Plants also have various defence mechanisms at their disposal to prevent their be-
ing infected by microorganisms or eaten by herbivores. For one thing, they have a kind 
of basic defence system comparable with that of animals: when attacked, they produce 
substances that make them less susceptible to microbes and viruses and less palatable 
– or even poisonous – to insects and plant eaters. One important question is of course 
how they actually know that they are being attacked. No comprehensive answer to that 
question has yet been provided, but it involves pattern recognition of intruders; this 
enables them to keep out most potential attackers.

Plants also have a kind of ‘acquired defence’ with which they defend themselves 
against a range of attackers. An important role is played in this by messenger molecules 
such as salicylic acid (familiar as the active ingredient in aspirin) and jasmonic acid. 
There are also epigenetic effects that give the plant a kind of ‘memory’ within its dNA.

The growth and development of plants are greatly influenced by external conditions. 
Their size is adapted to the environment. In recent years, key genes have been identified 
that are involved in pattern formation and development, and it has become clear that 
these genes are linked to the regulatory networks that determine immunity and resist-
ance. A wide range of modern research techniques – from large-scale dNA sequencing, 
proteomics and metabolomics to supercomputers and rigid mathematics – are now be-
ing deployed with a view to clarifying these regulatory networks.

The answers are not only of exceptional scientific interest but will also help us de-
sign plants that are optimally adapted for agriculture and horticulture.
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5 do microorganisms combine 
into a macro-organism?

We have become used to thinking that bacteria, moulds, and other microorganisms 
live more or less separately from one another. They sometimes use – or misuse – one 
another, but for the most part they operate separately. But is that picture in fact 
correct? Don’t all those microorganisms together form a large network – a ‘micro-
biome’ – all of whose relationships demand to be studied?

We generally do not see them, but microorganisms such as bacteria and moulds are the 
most common life forms on earth. Indeed, without microorganisms life on earth would 
be impossible. They play a key role in all kinds of synthesis and breakdown processes, 
they are important in storing and transmitting solar energy, and they are literally vital 
to mankind because they populate the human body in enormous numbers and are es-
sential, for example, when we digest the food we eat.

On the other hand, a small proportion of microorganisms have become our ene-
mies: pathogens infect not just humans themselves but also the plants and animals that 
we depend on. Some pathogens live in animals but can also infect humans, resulting 
in zoonoses such as Lyme disease, bird flu, and Q fever. Excessive use of antibiotics to 
tackle pathogenic microorganisms is leading to their becoming increasingly resistant, 
making it more and more difficult to deal with some of them.

Intestinal tract

In every ecosystem, there are countless different microorganisms whose function and 
interrelationships are as yet unknown. A spadeful of soil contains thousands of species 
of microorganisms which, with their genetic information, constitute large-scale net-
works. The number of genes in the bacteria in our intestinal tract far exceeds that of our 
own genes, and we know that this ‘microbiome’ has a major influence on our develop-
ment and health. The question, however, is just how it does so.

Although we cannot yet cultivate the great majority of these microorganisms, new 
techniques do already allow us to analyse their genetics. The major challenge is now to 
use the information that we have about all that genetic material to understand the avail-
able functions and interrelationships between these microorganisms, which may or may 
not actually collaborate with one another. We also wish to understand the contribution 
that they make to natural and man-made ecosystems and their potential strengths and 
weaknesses, a knowledge of which would be valuable in combating harmful microor-
ganisms.
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What effect does it have on the system if one of the links in the chain is removed? 
And can such a link in fact be removed without any negative consequences? Or will that 
mean that the chain is broken? How strong is the chain in fact? Are we really dealing 
with a network or should we see it as separate microorganisms that are all engaged in 
their own struggle to survive?

These scientifically intriguing questions are also of major importance to mankind. 
They are essential for understanding how ecosystems function and predicting what 
they will do, as well as for applications in agriculture, medicine, the food industry, and 
pharmaceuticals.
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6 can we keep control of our 
information systems?

Information technology (IT) now permeates all aspects of public, commercial, 
social, and personal life. Bank cards, satnav, and weather radar…IT has become 
completely indispensable. But to guarantee the reliability and quality of constantly 
bigger and more complicated IT, we will need to find answers to some fundamental 
questions.

Four out of every five dutch households has Internet access, the highest percentage 
in Europe. The world is – ‘virtually’ – at our fingertips: anytime and anywhere, we can 
exchange information with other people who are also online. That is changing how we 
work, our lifestyle, and even our relationships with family and friends.

Information technology has also made deep inroads into the economy. Fifty years 
after the first computers were introduced, our prosperity has become digital prosper-
ity. IT has brought about far-reaching changes in strong sectors of the dutch economy 
such as logistics, agriculture, horticulture and financial services, but also in healthcare 
and government.

The Internet is now the largest and most complex machine that mankind has ever 
constructed. In the next few years, it will expand into an ‘Internet of things’ in which all 
kinds of objects are constantly connected to one another via wireless networks.

Reliable 

This omnipresence of IT makes us not only strong but also vulnerable. A virus, a hacker, 
or a system failure can instantly send digital shockwaves around the world. The hard-
ware and software that allow all our systems to operate is becoming bigger and more 
complex all the time, and the capacity of networks and data storage is increasing by 
leaps and bounds. We will soon reach the limits of what is currently feasible and con-
trollable. At the moment, 270 million web sites are registered, linked to systems made 
up of millions of lines of source code. We have thus reached the limits of what can be 
fathomed with our current methods and techniques.

If we wish to construct even larger and more complex systems – that are also more 
reliable – we need a better fundamental understanding of the issues involved in de-
signing, constructing, maintaining, analysing, and improving hardware and software. 
If in ten years time we want to use our iPhone 15 to smoothly and reliably hold video 
conferences from aeroplanes, we need proper answers to a number of central questions 
regarding information technology.
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One example of the reduction of complexity is the integration of numerous networks 
that currently operate independently and without any coordination, sometimes via the 
very same cable. By combining services such as telephony, television, data, and comput-
ing capacity within a single network, we can cut down on complexity, energy consump-
tion and maintenance, provide new services, and make the overall provision of services 
more reliable.

There are also many questions at a deeper level. How can we describe and analyse 
complex information systems effectively? How can we specify and measure the quality 
and reliability of a system? How can we combine various different systems? How can 
we design systems in which separate processors can co-operate efficiently via mutual 
network connections within a much larger whole? Can we design information systems 
that can diagnose their own malfunctions and perhaps even repair them? How can we 
specify, predict, and measure system performance as effectively as possible?

In recent decades, dutch researchers have been among the leaders in the field of 
IT. That gives this country a sound basis for achieving new breakthroughs, not only in 
the form of exciting applications but also by finding answers to pressing basic scientific 
questions.
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7 what can we say about the 
future of a chaotic system?

The mathematical equations that describe the behaviour of complex systems such 
as the Earth’s climate are so complicated that they have become the object of a 
separate discipline, the mathematics of large-scale dynamic systems. A better un-
derstanding of the underlying maths can help us predict ‘chaotic’ processes more 
effectively, for example climatic processes or the development of traffic congestion.

The study of dynamic systems and ‘chaos’ has been one of the most important scientific 
developments in the past fifty years. Previously, many people thought that if we only 
understood all the laws of nature we would be able to predict every phenomenon. In 
the 1960s, however, chaos theory made clear that phenomena may be intrinsically un-
predictable.
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Complex systems that seem at first sight to be driven by simple ‘laws’ turn out to be 
able to display ‘chaotic behaviour’, i.e. slight changes can produce major consequences. 
Chaotic behaviour can be observed, for example, in the population growth of living or-
ganisms, fluctuations in share prices, the rhythm of the heart, traffic flow, planetary mo-
tion, and of course in the weather and climate within the Earth’s atmosphere.

In the 1970s and 80s, the dutch mathematician Floris Takens developed a method 
of using a series of observations to reconstruct the main dynamic features of a chaotic 
system. His work is now also applied outside the field of mathematics.

El Niño

The Earth’s climate is one of the large dynamic systems that affect us. How it develops is 
strongly related to circulatory patterns within the atmosphere and the oceans.

Two examples of ocean circulation that has a major impact on climate are El Niño (a 
periodic warning of the seawater off the west coast of South America) and the Atlantic 
Multidecadal Oscillation (a periodic temperature fluctuation in the surface water of the 
North Atlantic Ocean).

Meteorologists are primarily interested in the climatalogical effects of these ocean 
currents, while mathematicians are looking for the mathematical principles that under-
lie the system. In the Netherlands, mathematicians are collaborating with the meteor-
ologists at the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI).

Climate models are inherently chaotic, which makes it difficult to produce long-term 
forecasts. We can only forecast the weather for a maximum of ten days ahead and in the 
same way there may be fundamental limits to the predictability of the Earth’s climate. 
Those boundaries are the domain of mathematicians. What components of a chaotic 
system are predictable and which are not? How does the climate change, for example, if 
greenhouse gas emissions are reduced or in fact increased?

When studying large-scale dynamic systems, a crucial role is played by calculating 
models using computer programs. Here, it is not only numerical mathematics that is 
necessary to solve equations but also computational geometry, as a visualisation tech-
nique for processing and interpreting the data.

despite fifty years of chaos theory, mathematicians working on large-scale dynamic 
systems still regularly find themselves in uncharted terrain. At the same time, it is clear 
that mathematics not only provides inspiration for new areas of application but, con-
versely, that these new areas also influence mathematics.
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8 will computers soon 
outperform mathematicians?

Producing a new mathematical proof is as yet the preserve of creative thinkers, 
but computer programs have already been written to check whether the proof is 
actually correct. Proofs have now become so complex, however, that they can no 
longer be tested by humans. Will computers soon succeed where mathematicians 
themselves fail?

Every greengrocer knows how to get the maximum number of oranges into a crate. 
However, providing mathematical proof that this method of ‘stacking oranges’ is in fact 
the most efficient is a major problem. And then going on to demonstrate that the proof 
is watertight is even more difficult.

In 1968, the dutch mathematician dick de Bruijn was the leading pioneer in design-
ing ‘proof assistants’, i.e. computer programs that can help check a mathematical proof. 
The pioneers in this field converted fundamental steps in proofs that mathematicians 
had created ‘in their head’ into logical language comprehensible by a computer. Once 
the proof was completed, the assistant went through each step, checking whether it 
complied with the logical rules. If something was wrong, the program indicated what 
and where.

Since then, dutch mathematicians and logicians, together with colleagues in other 
countries, have continued that pioneering work. They have created new logical languag-
es and collected countless existing proofs of propositions and use them to make proof 
assistants faster and cleverer.

Computer programs have now checked more than eighty out of the hundred most 
‘elegant’ mathematical proofs. Mathematicians themselves had already established that 
those eighty proofs were absolutely correct. This is important in mathematics: the proof 
of a proposition applies for ever.

One hundred percent

So far, proof assistants do what humans can also do, except that they do it faster and 
they never fail to notice an error. The question is whether we can design assistants for 
proofs that have become too large and complicated for the human brain, for example 
the proof that the greengrocer does in fact stack his oranges in the best possible way.

Mathematicians came up with the proof for the method of stacking oranges in 1998 
and twelve of their colleagues then spent four years checking whether the proof was 
correct. Even after four years, they were still not entirely sure. They are 99% certain, 
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but mathematics is unmerciful and demands the full one hundred percent. A computer 
program that succeeds where humans have failed would add something new to the dis-
cipline of mathematics.

That is an intriguing prospect for mathematicians and logicians but proof assistants 
have more in store than just fascination for scientists. Achieving one hundred percent cer-
tainty when checking a logical system can also be used, for example, to produce faultless 
designs for computer hardware and software.

In 1994, the chip manufacturer Intel lost a lot of money because of a fault in its 
Pentium processor. The company now uses special software to prevent that from hap-
pening again. The chips in the iPod and a lot of mobile phones are also ‘proofed’ by 
computer programs.

Up to now, a one hundred percent mathematical proof was only possible by means 
of human brain power; we are now waiting for the moment when computers can do it 
better.
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9 where does the boundary lie 
between the computable and 

the incomputable?

For mathematicians and IT experts, it is an open question whether all large-scale 
computing problems can ultimately be solved using raw computing capacity. Math-
ematicians believe that some complex computing problems basically go beyond the 
power of computers. But as long as nobody has proved that to be the case, hope 
remains that the seemingly unsolvable will in fact turn out to be solvable.

Thanks to the dutch IT expert Edsger dijkstra, who died in 2002, there is a quick arith-
metical method for computing the shortest route between two points on a road map. 
Any navigation system in your car uses dijkstra’s method to get you from one place to 
another.

Mathematicians refer to complex computing problems for which there is a quick 
solution method as ‘P-problems’. Unfortunately, the world is full of computing problems 
for which no such quick solution method has yet been found. These are referred to as 
‘NP-complete problems’. Examples include designing school or train timetables, trans-
port routing, determining the optimum locations for distribution points, and predicting 
the three-dimensional structure of biological proteins.

No quick solution method may have been found for NP-complete problems, but 
once a solution has been found somehow or other, we can often verify it quickly. We 
do not have a quick method, for example, for finding the prime factors of the number 
4,294,967,297, but we can easily verify that 641 and 6,700,417 are valid prime factors 
(after all: 641 × 6,700,417 = 4,294,967,297). Banks use this ‘one-way traffic’ of NP-com-
plete problems to make digital transactions secure.

If a quick solution method can be found for one NP-complete problem, then all oth-
er NP-complete problems are susceptible of quick solution. The contrary also applies, 
however: if there is no quick solution method for an NP-complete problem, then the 
same applies to all other NP-complete problems. Seemingly ‘unsolvable’ NP-complete 
problems are the object of a great deal of research.

Computing time

The computing time required for NP-complete problems currently expands exponen-
tially with the size of the problem. Even NP-complete problems that are not all that large 
and that occur in actual practice are currently unsolvable, even if every computer in the 
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world were to work on them for millions of years. What actually happens is that math-
ematicians create methods of estimating the outcome without the amount of computing 
time getting out of hand. For example, dutch mathematicians developed the method 
used by Netherlands Railways to design its new timetable in 2007.

The basic mathematical question, however, is whether NP-complete problems can 
perhaps be simplified to turn them into P-problems. That question is also of great prac-
tical importance. If NP-complete problems could somehow be simplified into P-prob-
lems, we would be able to find quick solution methods for problems that are now too 
difficult. However, if it can be proved that NP-complete problems are fundamentally 
different to P-problems, we will have a greater understanding of the reason for the com-
plexity of problems.

The question ‘NP = P?’ is therefore one of the Millennium Prize Problems, seven im-
portant classic unsolved mathematical questions chosen by the Clay Mathematics Insti-
tute in Cambridge, Massachusetts in 2000. The Institute will award a one million dollar 
prize for a solution to each of the seven problems.
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10 how can just a few photos 
give us a reliable picture of 

reality?

A modern hospital has impressive scanners that show what the inside of the human 
body looks like. What few people realise is that advanced mathematical techniques 
are necessary to produce an accurate reconstruction of the reality.

Some eighty percent of all diagnoses in healthcare today are probably based in part on 
imaging techniques. Any self-respecting hospital is packed full of high-tech equipment 
that can produce scans of the brain, heart, lungs, etc. doctors use the scans to see the 
actual features of the organ concerned as far as possible. However, working from just a 
few scans to produce a reliable image of reality is by no means a simple matter in actual 
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practice. Various different realities can generally be derived from a single series of im-
ages, although there is actually only a single genuine reality. The problem concerns not 
only medical scans. It is also involved when interpreting one or just a few images from 
a microscope, or when mapping the interior of a rough diamond.

Since Antoni van Leeuwenhoek produced his refined microscope back in the seven-
teenth century, there have been incredible advances in imaging technology. Nowadays, 
however, effective imaging is determined not only by the quality of optical lenses; how 
the image data is processed is also crucial. Mathematical methods determine how one 
can acquire as much information as possible about the original from digital images. The 
more images one has, the more reliable the picture of genuine reality will be. In practice, 
however, the number of available images is often limited. doctors wish to minimise the 
number of photos made using computed tomography (CT) scanners because the X-rays 
involved are harmful for the patient. And after making a few (X-ray) pictures of a crystal, 
it may be damaged so that making more pictures is useless. 

Calculating with a priori knowledge

Mathematicians face the challenge of developing methods of calculation that make it 
possible to reconstruct reality as reliably as possible from only a minimum of data. The 
key to the solution is to utilise a priori knowledge. In many cases, this knowledge con-
cerns the structure of a material or the form of a scanned object.

This approach confronts mathematicians with problems, however, which no longer 
fall within the classic areas of the discipline, namely discrete mathematics (of countable 
things) and continuous mathematics (of continuous objects such as lines, curves, and 
continuous scales). The computing methods to be developed are a combination of these 
two disciplines, which have traditionally been strictly separate from one another.

dutch mathematicians have already developed reconstruction methods that can 
make use of a priori knowledge; these are used in materials research, biomedical re-
search, and industrial quality control. In principle, it should also be possible to develop 
similar computing methods with which to reconstruct medical scans using magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI), to make camera pictures sharper, and to solve many related 
image construction problems.

In the next few years, mathematicians will attempt to produce a general theory and 
computing methods with the broadest possible range of applications. They also hope to 
answer a basic question: what is the minimum number of images necessary to correctly 
and completely describe an object?
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11 what can and can’t be 
calculated with the  
langlands program?

Down through the centuries, it has often turned out that pure mathematics – which 
starts out in the brain of a mathematician without any thought being given to its 
application – has eventually proved to be indispensable in solving a practical prob-
lem. That is particularly so in the case of the ‘Langlands Program’, a series of con-
jectures that have directed mathematicians worldwide along hitherto untrodden 
paths within their discipline.

The toolkit used by mathematicians consists of numbers (whole numbers, fractions, 
decimals), figures and spatial objects (triangles, circles, pyramids, and spheres), and 
more abstract structures (relationships and sets). Traditional mathematics studies the 
‘discrete’ and the ‘continuous’ separately from one another: arithmetic and algebra con-
cern the discrete while geometry and analysis deal with the continuous. It is only since 
the early twentieth century that the two disciplines have become interwoven with one 
another in modern mathematics.

That degree of interwovenness is typified by a series of conjectures formulated in 
the late 1960s by the Canadian mathematician Robert Langlands. Langlands had indica-
tions, but no proof, that apparently separate branches of mathematics were neverthe-
less linked deep in the background via symmetries on both sides. His series of conjec-
tures is referred to as the ‘Langlands Program’ and is still a source of mathematical 
inspiration today. Mathematicians estimate that less than one percent of the Langlands 
Program has yet been investigated.

Fermat

The most spectacular results of applying the Langlands Program is the proof of ‘Fer-
mat’s Last Theorem’, which was published by Andrew Wiles in 1995. After eight years of 
solitary work, Wiles proved that Fermat’s conjecture of 1637 was correct: ‘for n larger 
than 2 the n-th power of an integer cannot be written as the sum of the n-th powers of 
two other integers’. For classical mathematicians, Fermat’s theorem concerns number 
theory. Wiles showed, however, that the theorem is linked, deep in the background, to 
geometry and it was precisely that connection that was the key to his proof.
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The Langlands Program can be investigated in several ways. One is to consider the 
theorems that follow from it, i.e. \heorems that state that one expression is equal to 
another. Mathematicians refer to this as the ‘existential’ approach. By contrast, the 
‘explicit’ approach mainly concerns the question of what can be calculated given the 
propositions from the existential approach. By no means all the objects in mathematical 
propositions and formulae can in fact be calculated. And even if they can, in principle, be 
calculated using computer programs, the time needed to actually perform the calcula-
tions may get entirely out of hand.

In recent decades, dutch mathematicians have built up a strong tradition in the 
explicit approach to the Langlands Program. The advent of the computer has greatly 
increased interest in this approach because computers can calculate mathematical ex-
pressions that were previously impossible to calculate. The computer has thus opened 
up new paths in pure mathematics

New paths sometimes turn out to lead to unexpected practical applications. The ex-
plicit approach to the Langlands Program has had consequences, for example, for the 
encryption of information (cryptography) and for the analysis of complex interference 
patterns in physics experiments. And as a source of inspiration, the Langlands Program 
has by no means been exhausted.
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12 who were the earliest 
hominid inhabitants of  
north-western europe?

Recent discoveries around the North Sea basin, along the east coast of England, 
show that hominids may have already inhabited north-western Europe a million 
years ago. That is much earlier than previously thought. Archaeological and geo-
logical research in the depths of the basin can produce revelations about this north-
ern expansion.

North-western Europe was always at the margin of distribution of early hominids and, 
from a global point of view, is therefore an ideal area to study how they adapted to 
northern latitudes. during the ice age, many plants and animals in Europe survived the 
coldest periods in southern regions, from where they then spread again when improve-
ments in the climate and environment permitted. It is likely that the distribution of 
early hominids in Europe also underwent such phases of shrinkage and growth. North-
western Europe forms a sink, an area that was repeatedly repopulated from source  
areas, parts of the ‘ancient world’ such as the Mediterranean basin. Sinks are interest-
ing because they can tell us something about the ecological tolerance of early hominids 
from the very beginning – in these regions possibly 1.8 million years ago – until the 
disappearance of the Neanderthals about thirty-five thousand years ago.

Multidisciplinary archaeological and geological fieldwork and laboratory studies 
make it possible to chart and interpret the ecological background of the earliest inhab-
itants of Europe. This will ultimately improve our understanding of how these hominids 
adapted to life in the area of Europe.

Once we know where and when early hominids lived around the North Sea basin, we 
will be able to relate that information to our knowledge of the source areas. We will, for 
example, be able to clarify and make statements about the survival chances of early ho-
minids in northern regions and we will have a better understanding of how often north-
western Europe was recolonised from the south. This will tell us a great deal about 
Europe but it is also crucial for understanding the global migrations of early hominids.
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Needle in a haystack

Currently, archaeological research neces-
sarily takes place around the edges of the 
North Sea basin, i.e. sites on the dutch and 
British coasts that are relatively easily ac-
cessible. The recent discovery of a Nean-
derthal fossil in a Pleistocene deposit off 
the coast of the dutch province of Zeeland 
once more demonstrated, perhaps unnec-
essarily, the enormous archaeological po-
tential of the North Sea basin.

From the archaeological point of view, 
however, by far the most interesting sedi-
ments within the basin are submerged, 
given that some eleven thousand years 
ago there was a major rise in sea level 
after the last ice age. Larger areas where 
hunter-gatherers used to live are sub-
merged below the North Sea. Searching 
for archaeological riches down on the 
seabed is like looking for a needle in a 
haystack, and is generally much too costly. 
Nevertheless, collaboration between ar-
chaeologists, geologists, and the soil and 
sand extraction industry means that sea-
bed archaeology can be tackled after all 
in the course of the coming decades. Sci-
entists will analyse samples taken during 
commercial test drilling and will thus be 
able to identify promising archaeological 
sites. Conversely, commercial companies 
will benefit from the geological insights 
gained. In this way, basic and applied re-
search can jointly discover who our ear-
liest ancestors were in north-western 
Europe, and in what kind of world they 
lived.
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13 what significance do ancient 
civilisations have for the 

european culture of today?

The ancient Near East is the cradle of European culture. Many important ele-
ments of today’s world – for example our daily bread, the alphabet, and the Bible 
– originate there. Research into the history of this area can help us towards a better  
understanding of contemporary society.

The cultural significance of the Near East (or the Middle East: Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, 
Israel, Jordan, Palestine, Iraq, Iran, Egypt, and the Arabian peninsula) is without equal. 
Our grain derives from the hills of Anatolia and Syria; we get our alphabet from the 
Phoenicians; the wheel and mathematics were developed in Mesopotamia; and the ma-
jor world religions reached us via the Graeco-Roman melting pot of East and West.

Countless other crucial developments that are of continu-
ing importance for the culture of Europe took place in 

the Near East, for example the domestication of 
plants and animals and agriculture, metallur-

gy, the first sedentary communities, cities 
and states, large-scale institutionalised 

international trade, and much more. 
It therefore goes without saying 

that interest in the Orient is deep-
rooted.

The Netherlands has a long 
tradition of studying the pre-Is-
lamic languages and civilisations 
of the Near East. dutch archaeol-
ogists, philologists, and other re-
searchers are closely involved in 

important excavations in Egypt, 
Syria, Turkey, Jordan, Israel and 

Iraq, and in projects to translate 
and understand ancient sources. The 

Netherlands has scholarly institutes in 
Istanbul, damascus, and Cairo.
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This great interest in the cultures of 
the Near East reinforces our ties with 
the region, and close cooperation 
helps local people to become more 
aware of their rich cultural heritage 
and pre-Islamic history.

Promising lines of research

In recent years, interesting new 
lines of research have arisen which 
are extremely promising. Archaeolo-
gists, philologists, palaeobotanists and 
palaeozoologists, physicists, and other 
researchers are collaborating on large-scale 
field studies.

One important focus is on ‘marginal zones’ 
where the earliest agriculture has been identified and 
where people first founded sedentary communities. We aim to 
learn what the climate was like back then, what different landscapes there were, how 
those conditions affected societies, what crops were grown, why famines occurred, and 
what effects irrigation had – all topics that are still highly relevant today.

The rise and later disappearance of early cities and states, thousands of years ago, 
is another focus area. Excavations in Syria and Iraq and analysis of Mesopotamian cu-
neiform texts will help us understand why complex urban societies developed and why 
early empires were successful.

Many other texts are also preserved from the ancient Near East. Modern linguistic 
models will help us towards more effective analysis of Sumerian, Akkadian, Hebrew, 
Syriac, Hittite, Egyptian and Coptic so that we can dig deeper into ancient sources. This 
will provide unique opportunities for reconstructing complex ancient societies in real 
detail.

The question of how writing developed in Egypt and Mesopotamia is of special inter-
est in itself. How did the introduction of writing change the structure of societies? What 
were the circumstances under which writing could spread? What happens to a culture 
that takes over not only writing from a different culture but also ideas?

Research will also deal with religion, magic, and ritual in the ancient world. Under-
standing these is important in studying world religions but it also gives us an insight 
into the development of religious and ritual thinking and action in general – extremely 
topical matters in the world of today.
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14 how do national cultural 
identities change over time?

A national identity is the idea that a society forms a unit for political/geopolitical, 
social, and cultural reasons. National identities and their place within the cultural 
memory are not unvarying, however. Interdisciplinary analyses of literature, reli-
gion, and the visual arts down through the centuries can clarify the dynamics of 
identity.

A collective cultural consciousness is embodied not only in the institutions created by 
a society, such as the monarchy, churches, the education system, or museums; it is also 
apparent – above all – in the constant dynamic of cultural expression. That dynamic op-
erates in three dimensions: a horizontal dimension, in which groups define themselves 
vis-à-vis other groups on the basis of varying characterisations; a vertical dimension, in 
which the distances between citizens and government and those between social classes 
are determined; and a diachronic dimension, i.e. through time, in which individuals, 
groups, and the society as a whole position themselves vis-à-vis the past.

Public discussion of national identity often concerns the dynamic of cultural expres-
sion within the first two of these dimensions. This research programme reflects recent 
international research in that it focuses primarily on the dynamic within the diachronic 
dimension: it studies the development of the ‘cultural memory’, in other words changes 
in the sense of cultural identity down through the centuries. Literature, religion, and the 
visual arts are the main bearers of the cultural memory. They lay down memories, ideas, 
standards and values, often for centuries.

Laboratory

There is never just a single culture: besides a majority culture there are always minor-
ity cultures. At any moment there are cultural expressions that are out of step with the 
tradition and that are seen for a certain time as being avant-garde. Culture is a constant 
whirlpool of activity. Through the generations it displays a certain continuity but the 
content of the cultural heritage is not fixed. That content is repeatedly adjusted once 
more by new generations, each of which views the past from its own perspective.

How far does the ability of culture reach to unite generations over time? Are there 
expressions of culture that continue to be recognised by everybody? In the nineteenth 
century, the work of the dutch poet Jacob Cats was extremely popular, and he was 
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dirk van delen, The iconoclastic outbreak of 1566.

viewed as an important moralist. Nowadays, nobody reads him. Today, The History of 
Miss Sara Burgerhart [De historie van mejuffrouw Sara Burgerhart], an epistolary novel 
by Betje Wolff and Aagje deken, can be read as an innovative demonstration of the pos-
sibilities of women’s writing. When it appeared in 1782, however, it was seen as a na-
tional novel, one that offered a counterweight to the large volume of foreign literature 
that was translated into dutch.

dutch history can be seen as a cultural laboratory spanning many centuries and in-
cluding a number of turbulent periods: from the Reformation, the ‘Golden Age’ of the 
Netherlands in the seventeenth century and the creation of the dutch state to today’s 
debates regarding multiculturalism, national heritage, and various ‘canons’. The trio of 
religion, literary/artistic pursuit, and the national sense of identity has been constantly 
active within that laboratory.

Looking back, we can analyse the influences that culture and religion have exerted 
on the public context and the collective sense of identity. The approach adopted is an 
interdisciplinary, multimedia, and literary-historical one in which literary studies, the-
ology, ecclesiastical history, and art history join together to study the cultural memory 
as recorded in literature, religion and art. Together, they attempt to answer a question 
that is both fascinating and important: how has the dutch cultural identity changed in 
the course of the centuries? And how does that process continue today?
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15 how does the migration 
of people, objects, and ideas 

influence the development of 
cultural identity?

In early European history, new cultural identities arose in the wake of large-scale 
movements of population groups. Subsequently, travellers and migrants continued 
to influence social processes and cultural practices, including the arts. After the 
invention of printing and the rise of urban cultures in the Renaissance, that process 
was reinforced by the migration of objects and ideas via books and periodicals.
When the western powers took to the seas and colonised distant areas, this distri-
bution and exchange became global. Migration and mobility still lead to meetings 
between different world views and to cultural renewal, a process that has been 
made more dynamic by the advent of the Internet. Multidisciplinary research is 
taking place into the nature of these interactions.

during the first millennium Ad, mass migrations of peoples contributed to an important 
extent to the creation of early Europe. In later periods too, the mobility of groups of 
people brought about reciprocal influences and thus the development of new patterns 
of culture.

Scholars long thought that migrating groups carried with them almost unchanging 
identities, which they imported into the areas where they settled. More recently, how-
ever, it has become clear that migration was always a more complex process than merely 
the relocation of groups of people with a homogeneous culture and identity. Migration 
always led to cultural interaction and reciprocal influences.

A broad range of disciplines are now attempting to unravel the influence that the 
migration of peoples, individuals, objects and ideas have had on the historical devel-
opment of European identities and world views. This research has many layers and 
directions because it comprises disciplines ranging from theology and philosophy to art 
history, physical anthropology, and archaeology.
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A revolution in physical anthropology

In the field of archaeology, modern scientific research can provide new insights into the 
composition of early European populations and the mobility of individuals and groups 
within them. Physical anthropology has provided information, for example, about the 
demographic structure and health of those interred in burial grounds. Promising re-
search is also taking place into the composition of people’s diet in the distant past by 
studying carbon and nitrogen isotopes in collagen tissue taken from excavated skeletal 
material. This research makes it possible to determine the ratio of animal-plant and 
marine-terrestrial components in what people ate.

Important recent research involves studying the geographical origin of individuals 
and groups on the basis of the ratios of isotopes of elements such as strontium, oxygen, 
lead, and sulphur in their skeleton. The isotope levels in tooth enamel do not change af-
ter infancy. By comparing the ‘chemical signature’ that they represent with those in the 
direct surroundings, it is possible to determine whether the individual concerned grew 
up in a given location or arrived there as a migrant. Improved sequencing techniques 
also make it possible to use dNA taken from ancient human remains to clarify the kin-
ship relationships between those interred in a particular or different burial grounds.

All these new research developments in physical anthropology can lead to a funda-
mental re-evaluation of the role of migration and mobility in creating identities in early 
Europe, a re-evaluation that can revitalise debate about the ancient world.
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Conflicts between world views

In later centuries, migration – whether temporary or permanent – had a major influ-
ence on the development of cultural identities; however, the invention of printing and 
the rise of urban cultures also led to an increasing role being played by the ‘migration’ 
of ideas and objects. Multidisciplinary research involving philosophy, theology, and oth-
er humanities disciplines is focusing, among other things, on conflicts between world 
views resulting from the migration of ideas, particularly through the dissemination and 
exchange of information. That process gained a great deal of momentum starting in the 
eighteenth century, the age of the Enlightenment.

What happens when different cultural values and identities meet? What values are 
generally shared worldwide and which are tied to specific cultures and regions? What 
role do European traditions play in formulating ‘universal’ values such as democracy, 
basic human rights, and human dignity? do such terms need to be redefined? What role 
is played in all this by Christianity, Judaism, Islam, and other religious traditions that 
influenced the European tradition at various times?
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Transcultural dynamics in the visual arts, design, and architecture

In the international debate within art history and visual studies and also in the field 
of transnational/global art, the question of what is ‘native’ and what ‘foreign’ is more 
relevant than ever. The same applies to discussion in the world of the arts, museums, 
and the media.

In order to understand the current discussion, it is important to view this matter 
both internationally and historically. Ideas about who and what we are as people, our 
self-image, and our views on what our culture and values involve have for centuries 
been determined to a great extent by ideas of ‘self ’ and ‘other’, and also by both internal 
and external influences.

Historians, art historians, philosophers of culture, anthropologists, literary scholars, 
and linguists are collaborating to investigate the effects that global mobility has had on 
the development of the visual arts, images, design and architecture in the Netherlands. 
How has dutch culture changed due to the influence of persons, objects, and ideas that 
have relocated? By collaborating, scholars can define historical reference points and 
clarify the role played by the arts in intercultural and geopolitical exchanges through 
migration. How did these exchanges operate in the dutch ‘Golden Age’ (the seventeenth 
century), in the period of French rule, and in the age of colonialism? How do they oper-
ate in the globalising world of today? What role do the arts, museums, and other arts 
institutions play in the ongoing development of dutch cultural identity?
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16 is the process of cultural 
integration different today 

than in the past?

As in other countries, cultures and identities in the Netherlands are greatly influ-
enced by globalisation and technologisation. These two processes also reinforce 
one another. Historical and intercultural comparisons can help us clarify how the 
cultures and identities of groups of people changed over time, and what the past 
can teach us about the integration processes of today.

There has recently been much public debate in the Netherlands about what actually 
constitutes ‘dutch culture’ and ‘dutch identity’. The widespread confusion about these 
concepts and the often emotional contributions to the discussion typify the complexity 
of the integration issues confronting society, in both the Netherlands and other coun-
tries.

Integration issues concern integration in the broadest sense of the word. They in-
volve migrants who integrate into the country where they come to live, but also socie-
ties in general which – in a period of unprecedented globalisation – are seeking their 
place within international contexts. Technologisation means that, as in the past, advanc-
ing technology is creating new social relationships.

Globalisation and technologisation are closely interwoven. They bring us progress 
and prosperity, but they can also lead to greater economic, political, cultural, and re-
ligious uncertainty. Where one person sees these two processes primarily as offering 
new opportunities and possibilities, another sees mainly threats.

A lot of humanities disciplines, for example philosophy, history, anthropology and 
the social sciences, can help formulate scenarios for the future that are based on sys-
tematic data. In the Netherlands, more than in many other countries, the humanities 
contribute significantly to public debate.

Systematic comparison

In their attempts to achieve a better understanding of the dynamics of globalisation and 
technologisation, dutch researchers in the humanities can make use of techniques in-
cluding data mining and pattern analysis that have been developed in other disciplines. 
doing so puts them in a better position to answer such questions as ‘What were the 
characteristics of dutch emigrants to the East Indies?’ or ‘What was the extent of labour 
migration in early modern Europe?’.
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Rotterdam’s Summer Carnival, begun by immigrants from the  
Netherlands Antilles and the Cape Verde Islands.

On a number of occasions in the past, the Netherlands has integrated various linguis-
tic, cultural, religious, and/or ethnic minority identities into broader identities. What 
were the factors that determined the speed and success of integration? New transport 
facilities also reduced psychological distance and blurred what had previously been 
sharply defined linguistic, cultural, historical, and religious differences. How were new 
identities formed under the influence of increases of scale? How important were and 
are various social parameters for individuals or groups in defining identities and new 
identities? How important are language, religion, gender, ethnicity, nationality, birth, so-
cial class, age, education, and cultural education? And also – a not unimportant consid-
eration – what do the integration processes of the past tell us about integration today? 
Analysis of the past can also provide valuable insights as regards the social integration 
of innovations and new technology. What factors determined the speed and success 
of the integration of technology in the past? What effects did that integration have on 
individuals and groups?

Perhaps the most challenging question is whether the present scale of technologisa-
tion, and its close involvement with globalisation, means that today’s integration pro-
cesses have certain unique features. What is the significance of groups of people iden-
tifying strongly with one another regardless of whether they are just ten kilometres or 
ten thousand kilometres distant from one another? Will this mean that the outcome of 
today’s integration processes will therefore be different?
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17 what can languages teach us 
about the past?

Close analysis of languages can teach us a great deal about the history of their 
speakers: who is descended from whom; who migrated from where to where; what 
population groups came into contact with one another; and what cultures were 
dominant? This ‘linguistic archaeology’ is helping scholars find new answers to 
longstanding historical questions.

In recent years, linguists have been in a better position to investigate how various lan-
guages influence one another when their speakers come into contact. This is thanks to 
the development of theoretical models of language contact and the fact that an increas-
ing number of languages are being subjected to precise and sophisticated analysis.

Until recently, historical linguists focused primarily on the way individual words 
were derived from other languages; now, new methods are making it possible to ana-
lyse far more aspects of language contact. How do languages influence one another’s 
grammatical structures? How and why do multilingual speakers switch from one lan-
guage to the other? What role have cultural prestige and political policy played in all this 
down through the centuries?

By reconstructing the history of a language, we can learn a great deal about the his-
tory of its speakers, and this can even make it possible to say something about periods 
for which no written sources are available.

Three regions

Research on language contact can provide an exceptional amount of information about 
the history of three regions in particular. 

One of these is Europe, a continent that has seen migrations of many different peo-
ples over the course of the past three thousand years. These were Indo-Europeans – for 
example Greeks, Romans, Celts, Germans, Slavs, and Alans – but also Huns, Finns, and 
Magyars. How did all these peoples interact with one another and what traces have they 
left in one another’s languages?

In the Middle East and in emigrant communities, Aramaic is today spoken by only a 
few thousand people but from the sixth century BC until the spread of Islam, it was the 
lingua franca of the region, comparable to English today. Aramaic is some three thou-
sand years old and has undergone fundamental changes on several occasions due to the 
influence of other languages. How exactly did that happen? What general motives can 
we discover behind these processes? If we trace the language back into ancient history, 
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we can also trace the roots of population groups all over the world that continue to 
speak Aramaic dialects.

In Africa, multilingualism is perfectly normal and almost all Africans already learn 
more than one language as children. Some African languages, for example Berber and 
Arabic, have been in contact for thousands of years. The African continent also has nu-
merous special languages, for example ceremonial languages intended for initiation 
rites, secret languages, and avoidance languages in which certain persons are not men-
tioned by name for reasons of respect. The intensity, extent, variation, and long his-
tory of contacts between languages in the continent make Africa an ideal laboratory for 
research on language contact and language change. If patterns exist for how language 
contact operates, then it is in Africa that we will be able to discover them.
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nutrition 
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18 how can we benefit from 
the human genome?

It seemed so simple, fifty years ago: the hereditary features of every living organism 
are determined by its DNA. The structure of DNA quickly became clear, but clarify-
ing its function continues to confront scientists with new puzzles. How can such 
tiny differences lead to such great diversity within and between all those different 
organisms? And how can they be used to tailor medical treatment to the individual 
patient more effectively?

In the past fifteen years, our knowledge of the genome – the total amount of genetic 
information stored in dNA – has increased explosively, far more than was foreseen. That 
raises puzzles for scientists because our understanding of all that information is only 
fragmentary. 

The genome of a mouse, for example, displays great similarity to that of a human 
but we still have hardly any idea of which genes determine whether a fertilised ovum 
will develop into a mouse or a person, and how exactly the genes orchestrate the de-
velopment of a complex organism. We also have hardly any idea of the precise role of 
epigenetic factors – reversible changes in the dNA structure – even though we do know 
that that role is probably significant. Nor do we really understand the origin of the dif-
ferences between individuals and the way in which the functioning of our genes is af-
fected by our environment.

The features of living organisms are to a large extent determined by their genetic 
makeup. That makeup determines not only the limits of their intellectual and physical 
capacities but also, for example, their life expectancy and susceptibility to diseases. Un-
derstanding the genetic features that go to determining all these features opens up the 
prospect of eventually being able to help people live a long and healthy life.

Unravelling all these hereditary features and all these differences demands enormous 
efforts. We need to compare the dNA sequences of a large number of individuals for whom 
we have also carefully analysed other features, for example their medical history. Besides 
developing rapid new methods of analysis, this involves a major challenge in the field of 
bio-informatics, both as regards the technology – data storage and computing capacity – 
and the development of new mathematical methods for efficiently extracting information 
from the data.
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It will also be necessary to verify the hypotheses derived from these analyses in ac-
cessible model systems, for example yeast, fruit flies, zebra fish, and mice. On the other 
hand, these model systems can in fact serve to formulate new hypotheses and then 
verify them in the databases that they are used to build up. This approach is extremely 
promising when it comes to understanding the development of diseases in humans, and 
it represents a major step towards improved medical treatment that can be tailored to 
the individual patient.
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19 how can we combat cancer 
more effectively?

Every year some 90,000 people in the Netherlands develop cancer and – despite 
improved therapeutic results – every year 40,000 people die of it. We know a great 
deal about how cancer develops but we now face the challenge of determining what 
treatment will be most effective for which patients.

In the past fifteen years, our knowledge of the genetic abnormalities that cause cancer 
has increased enormously. It has now been proved beyond doubt that this theoretical 
laboratory-based knowledge can indeed be used to develop effective new treatments 
for cancer patients. However, the processes leading to the development of cancer are ex-
tremely complex and there are countless different types of cancer. A great deal of work 
therefore remains to be done. Fortunately, a wealth of new insights and techniques are 
advancing our understanding of how cancer originates and behaves. This enables us to 
predict the course of the disease far more effectively and sometimes even how an indi-
vidual patient will respond to therapy.

Cancer – the uncontrolled growth of cells – is caused by genetic changes in cells. It 
brings with it problems in a whole range of essential biological systems and processes: 
changes occur in the patient’s metabolism, signal transmission, protein transport, and 
also sensitivity to medication. The major questions confronting scientists in this field 
include:

What are the essential genetic changes involved in the development of cancer?• 
What are the mechanisms whereby tumour cells develop resistance to medication, • 
and how can we cancel out those mechanisms?
How do we determine what therapy will be effective for a particular patient? All • 
patients have their own particular genetic features, and the same applies to their 
tumours. By studying the correlation between them, we will be able to understand 
what is going on.
How can cancer treatment be improved and developed, and what is the role of tailor-• 
made treatment with new medication alongside increasingly refined techniques in 
surgery and radiotherapy?

Answers to these questions will enable us to make rational choices from the growing 
arsenal of therapeutic options. We need to use carefully constructed clinical trials with 
state-of-the-art molecular diagnostics to identify the critical tumour features that indi-
cate the most promising treatment in each individual case.
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The big challenge will be to determine the most effective therapy combination for a 
particular patient with his or her specific genetic background and specific tumour. The 
availability of laboratory animal models that faithfully reproduce those crucial aspects 
of the disorder will be an important aid in doing so.

Answering the major questions demands a multidisciplinary approach in which 
creative research designs with predictive biomarkers and new imaging techniques 
play a major role. This will lead to therapies being developed that take account of the 
fact that individual patients often respond very differently to a given cancer therapy 
because of the combination of their genetic background and the specific features of 
their tumour.

Effective existing therapeutic methods will need to be optimised for individual pa-
tients. This will involve improvements in treatment techniques combined with precise 
determination of the dose for both new and existing therapeutics.
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20 how do we improve health, 
prevention, and care?

Parallel with the advances in biomedical knowledge, there have also been impor-
tant developments in public health research. We now have a greater understanding 
of the causes of diseases but also of what is possible as regards prevention, early di-
agnosis, and intervention. At the same time, there are pressing new scientific ques-
tions regarding the effectiveness of prevention and care.

In the Netherlands, the difference in life expectancy between people with a high and a 
low level of education is almost six years; for healthy life expectancy – i.e. a life without 
serious illness or disability – it is almost eighteen years. 

Generally speaking, well-educated people eat, live, and work more healthily than the 
less well-educated but half the difference between them remains unexplained. There 
is therefore a pressing need to further dissect the mechanisms responsible. This raises 
important questions – questions that are also exceptionally interesting from the scien-
tific point of view. 
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Is there, for example, an hereditary component to the risk of disease, and to what 
extent do environmental factors play a role? Is a learning process involved that perhaps 
already begins when someone is very young? What about the interaction between men-
tal and physical health?

Improved understanding of these mechanisms will bring us closer to a more tailor-made 
approach to preventing serious illness. It is possible that we will be able to reinforce 
and partly replace collective methods of prevention – for example vaccination, popula-
tion screening, and nutritional advice – with prevention in accordance with people’s 
individual risk profile. This will perhaps not only be more effective but will also pro-
duce a better balance between benefits, side-effects, and costs. Individual tailor-made 
prevention is coming closer, certainly given the increased possibilities for individual 
risk assessment thanks to genetic and epidemiological research, non-invasive imaging 
techniques, and large-scale data management.

The central challenge is primarily to reduce the number of years during which some-
one is suffering from illness and incapacity: people should not only live longer but the 
years of life that they gain should also be without impairments. Sometimes, but by no 
means always, those impairments are associated with chronic conditions such as ar-
throsis, cataracts, or depression. What are the environmental and hereditary factors 
that cause these impairments, and can we develop methods of prevention and treat-
ment to combat them?

The fact that in most cases elderly people suffer from a number of chronic condi-
tions simultaneously requires special attention. Research has clearly shown that – even 
if one corrects for age – chronic conditions are clustered due to increased vulnerability. 
Clinical and psychosocial factors play a role, but by no means all the genetic, molecular-
biological, and immunological mechanisms have yet been explained.

Better prevention is helping more of us to reach an advanced age, with a consequent 
increase in the number of people requiring long-term care at any given moment. ‘Evi-
dence-based’ treatment and guidance cannot produce the maximum health benefits, 
however, if care chains do not function properly and patients become demotivated. This 
problem demands a multidisciplinary approach to innovations in healthcare, homecare 
technology, e-health, and self-reliance. The research concerned can also contribute to 
more effectively meeting the growing demand for care, which will present an enormous 
challenge for both society in general and for researchers.
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21 can we adjust our immune 
system to make it more 

effective?

Our immune system protects us against pathogens. It is an ingenious system, but 
it does not always work flawlessly. Sometimes the intruder is simply too clever and 
sometimes the system itself becomes confused and attacks healthy parts of the body. 
Science is trying to find ways of helping the immune system to operate effectively.

The immune response is an extremely complicated confrontation between the cells of 
our immune system and a pathogen. In the course of the past twenty-five years, the 
mechanisms involved have been gradually analysed. Researchers first clarified how 
the immune system can recognise a great variety of foreign molecules so specifically; 
it appears to target certain components of hostile cells, namely ‘antigens’. It was later 
shown that the nature and strength of every person’s response depend largely on both 
hereditary features and external conditions. Someone can respond entirely differently 
to a pathogen on different occasions, even though little appears to have changed.

Now that we understand the general rules of immune responses, we can take the 
next challenging step. This involves specifically influencing the immune system for a 
given patient in a given situation, in other words bringing about a tailor-made immune 
response. We know, for example, that twenty percent of all cancer in humans is con-
nected to a viral infection, an insight that opens up tremendous possibilities for produc-
ing more preventive and therapeutic vaccines. Attempts are also being made to mobilise 
the immune system against tumours. This kind of ‘immunotherapy’ is still in its infancy 
but the possibility of determining the genetic structure of rogue cells in individual pa-
tients provides an excellent start on the road to immunotherapy tailored exactly to the 
particular patient.

A tailor-made immune response means not only that we attempt to direct the action of 
the immune system at the antigens most important in defending the body; it also means 
that the immune cells produced by the defensive response actually do what we want 
them to do. In order to achieve this, it is essential for us to understand how the genetic 
background and the circumstances under which the immune response takes place exert 
an influence on one another. This requires clinical research on the relationship between 
disease, genetic makeup, and other factors.

There will also continue to be a great need for research on the regulation of the im-
mune response in model systems, both in vitro (in the test-tube) and in vivo (in labora-
tory animals). Above all, we need a better understanding of the cells and molecules that 
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bring about the defensive response, reinforce it, and of course ‘turn it off’ again. This 
will enable us to more effectively predict the consequences of immunity intervention, 
i.e. boosting the response in the case of infectious diseases and cancer, and turning it off 
when dealing with autoimmune diseases.

Improved understanding of the immunological balance as determined by the entire 
complex of hereditary and non-hereditary factors is also essential for the development 
of better methods of prevention and therapies to cure persistent infections, allergies, 
autoimmune diseases, and cancer. Efforts are also necessary to improve the body’s de-
fences because we are constantly confronted by new and potentially life-threatening 
viruses and bacteria. New insights can help us to quickly manufacture suitable vaccines 
and antibiotics and to test their safety and effectiveness.
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22 how healthy can we remain 
as we get older?

We all want to grow old and we all want to remain healthy as we do so. Ideally, we 
only want to become ill just a few days before we die – and not so very ill either. 
Delaying the onset of illness until the final phase of life – ‘compression of morbidity’ 
– is an important scientific and social issue.

Life expectancy is increasing and with it the frequency of such conditions as cardiovas-
cular and pulmonary diseases, thrombosis, diabetes, cancer, dementia, and osteoporo-
sis. It is the final years of life that involve the greatest reduction in quality of life as well 
as the highest healthcare costs. There is therefore also a social and economic necessity 
to tackle specifically those conditions that are caused by ageing and degeneration. That 
will only be possible on the basis of a thorough understanding of the causes and mecha-
nisms involved – a major challenge for researchers.

Ageing is a complex phenomenon and raises many important questions. Why does a 
mouse only live for three years while some tortoises can reach 150? What is the maxi-
mum age for humans? How do stem cells regulate organ recovery, and do stem cells 
grow old too? What genetic and environmental factors determine the sensitivity of the 
cardiovascular system to degeneration and how does this lead to problems with the 
heart muscle as we get older? Why does the coagulation of the blood become more fre-
quently disrupted with age?

Ageing and degeneration are due to the accumulation of damage to our genetic material 
and other components of the cells in the body. Ageing is of course greatly influenced 
by environmental factors, but it is also partly due to genetics. ‘diseases of old age’ can 
sometimes manifest themselves when someone is still relatively young. 

Organs whose cells do not naturally renew themselves to any great extent – for ex-
ample the heart, lungs, and brain – appear to be susceptible to degeneration. This is one 
reason for the great interest worldwide in the concept that stem cells can be used to 
repair or replace tissues and organs.

Genetics clearly play a role in ageing but the genetic factors that determine the sus-
ceptibility of various organ systems to degeneration – and thus the risk of developing 
diseases of old age such as heart failure, cancer, or Alzheimer’s disease at a relatively 
young age – still need to be made much clearer. Research into ageing is therefore closely 
related to research into the genome, cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases, cancer, 
and the brain. The aim is to explain at least some of the differences between individuals 
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as regards the process and progress of illness.
Research into ageing is expected to produce new pointers for the development of 

more effective tailor-made methods of prevention and treatment, such as using new 
imaging techniques and biomarkers, i.e. substances that can be traced, for example in 
the blood, and that can already indicate a disease or abnormality before it becomes ap-
parent. This can lead to major breakthroughs in clinical-scientific research and research 
on public health.
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23 how can we eat more 
healthily?

A sensible diet helps us to stay healthy as we grow older. But just what constitutes 
a healthy diet? And how can this be made clear to the consumer? We already know 
a lot about the food we eat, but there are many issues concerning healthy nutrition 
that have yet to be properly investigated.

Nutrition science has produced many major discoveries in the past thirty years. We 
have learned that administering folic acid can prevent birth defects and that remov-
ing trans fatty acids from food can reduce the risk of cardiovascular diseases. These 
discoveries have saved many lives. In a 2004 report, the National Institute for Public 
Health and the Environment (RIVM) calculated that statistically speaking a combina-
tion of healthy diet and enough exercise could ensure almost as many years of healthy 
life as giving up smoking.
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Nevertheless, many basic questions about healthy diet remain open. If we can find 
answers to those questions, we can add far more healthy years to people’s lives. 

The great challenge in nutritional research is to generate more knowledge that is 
based on solid scientific evidence. It is only by applying the principles of ‘evidence-
based’ research that we can distinguish facts from old wives’ tales so that the knowl-
edge generated is conclusive and of lasting value. 

Effective nutrition science requires numerous disciplines to be integrated, including 
biochemistry, dietetics, epidemiology, and behavioural psychology.

Health, sustainability

The process whereby food is absorbed by the human body is a complicated one. A whole 
range of factors play a role, for example the composition and quality of the food, the 
overall dietary pattern, individual differences, and any disease that may be present. 
Partly because of that complexity, there are many different opinions concerning which 
diet is actually healthy, or what actually contributes to the quality of life of both sick 
and healthy people. Controversial recommendations need to be properly investigated 
so that we arrive at unambiguous insights that can then be communicated clearly to the 
consumer.

Researchers are investigating many different questions. What substances in our diet 
reduce blood pressure? How can a better diet help prevent obesity and diabetes? Can 
diet prevent cognitive degeneration? does an individual’s diet need to be attuned to his 
or her genetic profile? How do a woman’s dietary habits affect the health of her unborn 
child, and what processes are involved? Can diet improve the operation of the immune 
system? What is an acceptable way of removing salt and unhealthy fats from our food so 
as to reduce the risk of cardiovascular diseases?

Our diet has an impact not only on our health but also on sustainability. Eating a lot 
of fish is perhaps healthy but it is not good for marine diversity. Our understanding of 
the effects of diet on the individual must be integrated with our knowledge of its effects 
on such things as climate and the environment. 

Nutrition science seeks answers to fundamental questions but it does not stop at 
merely producing knowledge. New insights must ultimately also lead to the right behav-
iour by the right people at the right time. That in itself is an area of science where a great 
deal of research remains to be done. That research involves psychology but it must not 
ignore such matters as the influence of the food industry and local and national govern-
ment. In that sense too, nutrition science is pre-eminently a multidisciplinary science.
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24 how does a flexible organ 
like the human brain continue 

to develop?

The human brain is both phenomenally complex and of great but finite plasticity. It 
can process and produce information that was entirely unknown at earlier stages 
of its evolution. Moreover, it continues to develop in all kinds of directions right up 
to an advanced age. How does the brain organise such flexibility within the limits 
set by evolution?

In the past, theories about the brain often compared it to a machine. Because knowl-
edge of the actual operation the brain was lacking, that metaphor changed over the 
course of time. The brain was successively viewed as operating like a steam engine, a 
telegraph, and a computer. 
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Some scientific disciplines – for example psychiatry, psychology, linguistics, medi-
cine, and sociology – attempted to read features of the brain externally from human 
behaviour or from the symptoms of illness. Biology concentrated on the anatomy, physi-
ology, and genetics of the interior of the brain (actually often the brains of corpses).

Combining the two approaches has only recently become possible thanks, amongst 
other things, to new imaging techniques. High-resolution scans show how the develop-
ing brain creates new connections and in laboratory animals it is already possible to 
switch certain nerve cells on and off. 

The integration and expansion of cognitive neuro-science is co-ordinated and pro-
moted in the Netherlands by the National Initiative Brain and Cognition (NIHC) and 
comprises fields of science including language production (how does the brain generate 
language?), neural and cognitive development in children (what limits does the devel-
oping brain impose on what a child can learn?), and research on large, well-defined 
cohorts via an extensive research infrastructure network.

Drivers without a driving licence

Science is therefore well prepared to make major advances in the years ahead in an-
swering fascinating and important questions regarding the development of cognitive 
abilities such as memory, language, perception, sport, play, and emotion in the human 
brain. How can we explain cognitive functions and their development on the basis of the 
underlying principles of brain activity and the maturation of the human brain?

The belief used to be that the brain had completed its development by about the end 
of puberty; now, however, we know that the prefrontal cortex (i.e. the frontal lobe of 
the cerebral cortex) still continues to develop beyond the age of thirty. People in their 
twenties are in a sense ‘drivers without a driving licence’ because their impulse-driven 
organism has not yet completed its development into a self-guided organism. What 
consequences does that have for their ability to translate motivation and affection into 
targeted behaviour and for our attempts to promote such behaviour? Can we even hold 
them responsible for that behaviour? And how does the brain retain its remarkable 
plasticity even up to an advanced age? How can the brain compensate for the limitations 
associated with age?

A related but separate question is how such an extremely flexible organ – one ca- 
pable of producing speech, poetry, music, and apps for the iPhone – could develop 
through evolution within such a relatively short time. How is it that areas of the brain 
that were once responsible for processing visual stimuli could eventually be capable of 
so much more, given that our ancestors were mainly itinerant hunters or lived in small-
scale agricultural settlements? What does that remarkable evolutionary history teach 
us about the possibilities and limitations of the human brain?
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25 is our brain who we are?

Many hundreds of thousands of people in the Netherlands are suffering from con-
ditions that affect the brain, resulting in a significant burden of illness. A lot of re-
search on the brain is therefore immediately useful from the point of view of public 
health but, quite apart from that, investigating how the body’s most complex organ 
works is one of the most intriguing questions that science can pose for itself.

Essentially, it is the structure and function of the brain that determines who we are. 
Complex processes such as consciousness, the creation of memories, and decision-mak-
ing are increasingly being understood in terms of what happens within the brain, in 
interaction with the environment. 

Powerful techniques have been developed in the field of molecular biology that al-
low us to investigate the function and operation of various substances within the brain. 
Methods have also been developed to measure brain activity in humans and animals 
in combination with behaviour. One of the biggest challenges in the near future will be 
to link together these two different types of research and to elucidate the intervening 
processes.

Progress in understanding these processes is also important from a sociological point 
of view because disturbances in the structure and function of the brain are becoming an 
increasing problem, for example in healthcare and care for the elderly.

Both in psychiatry and neurology, there are still many important questions that re-
main unanswered. What genetic risk factors contribute to susceptibility to conditions 
that affect the brain and what environmental factors determine whether symptoms 
then appear? In most cases a very large number of genes and environmental factors 
will be involved, each contributing to a very limited extent to the overall risk. Intensive, 
large-scale, multidisciplinary research will therefore be necessary with a view to ad-
vancing our understanding.

Prevention, identification of individuals who are at increased risk, development of 
biological markers at an early stage of the disease and developing new methods of treat-
ment (not only using drugs but also electrical stimulation of brain tissue and new inter-
faces between the brain and a computer) – all of these are topics and questions that can 
lead to spectacular progress in the course of the next ten or twenty years.
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Major investments have been made in recent years in both neuro-genetics and neu-
ro-imaging with a view to bringing the dutch infrastructure into line with international 
standards. The density of knowledge, expertise, and equipment and the assembly of 
well-organised and well-documented patient cohorts have made everything ready for 
the work of clarifying fundamental processes within the brain and conditions affecting 
it and improving prevention and treatment. The brain is slowly revealing its secrets and 
many surprising insights can be expected.
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26 are there universal laws 
governing every human 

language?

Researchers are discovering ever greater differences between languages, leading 
them to question whether there are laws that apply to all of them. Nevertheless, 
all languages are derived from the same structures in the brain. The discrepancy 
between these different views raises fundamental new questions about human lan-
guage.

Over the past fifty years, research into human cognition and linguistic competence has 
displayed two tendencies which would at first sight appear to conflict with one another. 

On the one hand, since the nineteenth century psychologists, biologists, and brain 
researchers have successfully applied the concept of the ‘psychic unity of mankind’, the 
principle that all people, regardless of culture or race, function mentally and cognitively 
in the same way, thus reflecting the fact that they all have the same neuro-biological 
mechanisms. 

On the other hand, linguists have discovered ever-larger differences between lan-
guages in various parts of the world. Research – for example on the languages of the 
native peoples of North America, the aboriginals of Australia, and peoples in New 
Guinea – has revealed fundamental differences that undermine the idea that all natu-
ral languages have at least certain common features or structures. In 
some languages, for example, the word order can change at random; 
nouns as well as verbs can be in the present, future, or past tense; 
or nouns can change into verbs when used as an indirect object. The 
ability of humans to communicate would seem to be far more varied 
than has long been thought.

Harmonising the findings of these two traditions is one of today’s 
most fascinating scientific challenges. This one major question in-
spires linguists to ask a large number of subordinate questions.
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The Tower of Babel

Are there limits, for example, to the diversity of human language? Are there universal 
linguistic laws that apply to every spoken language – and also the sign language used by 
the deaf – each with its own grammar and gestures? Why are languages so different while 
eyesight, for example, works the same in everybody’s brain? What are the consequences 
of the major differences between languages? Chinese, for example, has lots of short words 
and Turkish lots of long ones. do Chinese children therefore learn their language more 
quickly or in a different order than Turkish children? And do speakers of Chinese there-
fore process information differently to speakers of Turkish?

There are also questions regarding the evolutionary origin of linguistic differences. In 
the book of Genesis, the ‘confusion of languages’ is described as being God’s punishment 
for humanity’s hubristic attempt to build a tower that would reach the sky. One would 
in fact expect language – as the pre-eminent social binding agent – to tend to develop 
towards uniformity. So why has evolution produced such different languages? And why 
do new differences continue to arise, even in an age of globalisation and intensive media 
communication?

A growing number of linguistic features can be analysed using computing models and 
computers. Numerical modelling of language diversity is therefore a major challenge. In-
creasingly powerful computers will enable us to make great progress in the years ahead. 

Research on language brings together numerous different disciplines. In the coming 
years, many scientific and scholarly disciplines – including linguistics, biology, psychology, 
anthropology, sociology, and informatics – will help explore the range and limits of human 
language.
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27 what are the legal 
consequences of studying the 

brain?

New techniques for observing the brain mean that we now know much more about 
it. We are also able to manipulate neuro-physiological processes and thus influence 
human behaviour. All that knowledge can have major consequences for both the 
basic principles and practice of the law. Are we responsible for our deeds or are they 
sometimes due to our overheated synapses?

Brain and cognitive science is rapidly clarifying how people perceive, think and feel, 
and how memory works. Until recently, almost the only way to explain those functions 
was in psychological and philosophical terms, but many of them can now be traced to 
structures within the brain or to physiological processes.

This scientific progress has major consequences at the interface between the law 
and ethics. Our legal system, for example, is largely based on the concept of free will. But 
how free is our will if some behavioural patterns are partly pre-programmed within the 
brain or are directed and influenced by chemical compounds? 

By utilising magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to scan a suspect’s brain, we can 
show that it was affected or damaged when he committed his crime, meaning that he 
was unable to control himself. It will not be long before defence counsel introduce MRI 
scans as evidence in court. Should the court accept such evidence and allow it to play a 
role in the adjudication or in determining the sentence?

Interviews

Research on the brain now enables us to communicate with it in new ways. This would 
be valuable in law enforcement, for example when interviewing alleged victims, wit-
nesses, or suspects. Electromagnetic stimuli enable us to stimulate certain areas of the 
brain and thus refresh someone’s memory. If a child is alleged to be a victim of sexual 
abuse, we could show him or her images of abuse situations and record how his or her 
brain responds. This would make it possible to ‘interview’ people who cannot or dare 
not talk, or who refuse to do so. New versions of the well-known lie detector that can 
look into someone’s brain are also a possibility. 
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But is evidence produced by interviewing techniques such as these legally admis-
sible? Can the authorities compel suspects to allow their brains to be scanned in the 
same way as they can be compelled to submit to a blood or dNA test?

Someone who repeatedly offends can theoretically be corrected by intervening in 
his brain, for example by inserting an electrode or by administering medication. An 
early version of the latter is the ‘chemical castration’ with which psychiatrists are able 
to influence the hormone balance of sex offenders. The prosecution authorities are al-
ready regularly making this kind of brain intervention a condition before patients can 
be released from detention in a secure hospital. 

Increased understanding of the brain will lead to more and more of these neuro-
physiological techniques that can help control criminals. Such techniques may be more 
successful than difficult treatment in a secure hospital lasting years, and are very likely 
to be cheaper. But do we consider treating prisoners in this way to be ethically accept-
able? How should these techniques be seen from the point of view of the constitutional 
right to the inviolability of one’s body? does that right apply in full to the brain too? And 
when must that right give way to other interests?

Advances in research on the brain are confronting us with truly fundamental legal 
questions. Those questions await carefully considered answers, with it being necessary 
to carefully relate our new ‘hard’ knowledge of the brain to the ‘soft’ but essential guar-
antees of the rule of law.
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28 can machines help us create 
knowledge from mountains of 

information?

Information technology has made culture, society, science, and scholarship more 
complex. But it can also help us manage that complexity. To do so, human knowl-
edge and the power of computers need to be combined as efficiently as possible. 
How can man and machine collaborate most effectively? When should the next 
move be made and who should make it, man or machine?

The relationship between information – in the form of coded data – and knowledge – 
what we know about the world around us – is one that is always changing. That began 
when man invented writing and thus placed information outside himself for the first 
time. In doing so, he created an external memory with which to store knowledge and no 
longer be dependent on oral transmission.

The invention of printing meant an enormous leap forward in access to information. 
In recent decades, it has become clear that we can not only have machines store infor-
mation for us but can also have intelligent machines take over the work of analysing it 
and thinking and reasoning for us.

A lot of implicit information, for example patterns in data or the meaning of images, 
can now be made explicit by computers. An extensive structure of keywords can also 
enable computers to ‘understand’. Texts can be made accessible and searchable and can 
be summarised in a meaningful way; something similar also applies to images, videos, 
speech, and music. Contextual information can also be accessed digitally: we can use the 
Web to see who is communicating with whom, who is consulting which source, and who 
likes or dislikes something.

Systems can even create new connections between data, and information can be-
come the raw material for new knowledge without human involvement being neces-
sary. The relationship between information on the one hand and human knowledge on 
the other is undergoing radical change. For the first time in history, there is more infor-
mation available than human knowledge.

New alliance

Computers may be able to reason independently, but there is a limit to what they can do 
and at some point a human needs to intervene. doctors who use digital patient dossiers 
and digitised protocols, for example, must still decide for themselves how to treat their 
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patients. And if text mining of medical publications shows that the presence of certain 
substances in the body is accompanied by certain symptoms, a medical researcher will 
need to interpret the data and decide whether or not to look into the matter further.

Humans and machines will need to tackle the growing mountain of data together in 
order to derive meaningful, useful new knowledge from it. Informatics experts need to 
investigate the balance between deploying humans or machines. How can we model the 
interaction between them? How can we make the greatest possible use of the power of 
machine systems without any loss of reliability or precision?

For each scenario, it will be necessary to find the optimum equilibrium by making 
explicit the features of the user, the technology, and the intended task and then process-
ing the information according to a certain algorithm. Humans and computers will need 
to enter into a new alliance, jointly derive useful knowledge from a seemingly immeas-
urable mountain of information, and thus together gain a better understanding of the 
world around them.
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29 how is the architecture 
of science and scholarship 

changing?

Science and scholarship today are vigorous and dynamic – unprecedentedly so. The 
influence of research is growing, while the structures and contexts of that research 
are shifting. On the one hand, there is increased specialisation, while on the other 
the traditional boundaries between disciplines are becoming blurred. New scien-
tific and scholarly alliances are developing as regards the questions facing society. 
These developments raise new philosophical questions.

The revolutions in science and technology, for example in informatics and soon concerning 
the brain, are taking place at an intellectual, social, and cultural level. These tremendous 
advances demand philosophical consideration at various levels. The role of philosophy it-
self is also changing, from a separate scholarly discipline to a subject that assists science/
scholarship and society in their search for answers to new questions, questions relating 
to freedom, responsibility, and moral and political dilemmas associated with sharing and 
choices.

Are we actually free if it is physiological processes within the brain that determine 
how we act? Will we shortly be prepared to accept genetic improvements to people, even 
if they are restricted to the rich? How do we assess and weigh up the reliability of informa-
tion, certainly when it can no longer be definitely traced to an authoritative source?

At the top of philosophy’s agenda is the ancient question of the nature of human 
knowledge, a question that has become even more urgent in the modern world. What 
constitutes science and scholarship in an age in which people’s views on what is to be 
considered ‘scientific’ or ‘scholarly’ can change radically in just a short time?

The tree of science and scholarship has grown numerous new branches in the form of 
new disciplines. The dominance of reductionist methods has partly given way to the ideal 
of multidisciplinary research in which the boundaries between the existing disciplines 
have become blurred. All of this means that traditional requirements such as ‘truth’ and 
‘validity’ in scientific/scholarly statements or theories need to be reconsidered.

Global view

In fact, the entire architecture of our knowledge is up for discussion. Topical questions 
give rise to ad hoc coalitions of collaborating scientific or scholarly disciplines. How do 
these new scientific/scholarly constructions relate to the traditional disciplines? Given 
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the constantly increasing specialisation and diversification, how should we view the 
unity and cohesion of science and scholarship? How does the rationality of scientific/
scholarly thinking relate to that of common sense, our normal everyday reasoning and 
action, which is ultimately the source for all specialised thinking and cognition?

Satisfactory answers to these important philosophical questions can only be expect-
ed if we work from three perspectives. Firstly, there is a systematic perspective in which 
logic and the philosophy of science are utilised to reveal broad patterns of thinking and 
communication. There is also the historical perspective, which builds on the history of 
philosophy and science/scholarship, focusing on crucial transformations in our think-
ing about the cohesion and specificity of scientific/scholarly disciplines. Finally, there 
is the comparative perspective, which devotes considerable attention to logical and 
philosophical traditions in, for example, India, the Islamic world, and China. If we are 
to develop a global view of mankind’s intellectual history, it will be essential to adopt a 
broad view.
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30 how do biochemical 
reactions operate within living 

cells?

In the past, biochemists elucidated the chemical processes in living cells by imi-
tating them in the sterile environment of the test-tube. New types of microscope 
will make it possible to take pictures of the same reactions while they are going on 
in living cells. How does biochemistry actually work in the complex reality of living 
organisms?

In the course of the history of biology and biochemistry, researchers were increasingly 
able to pick apart cells and organelles so as to discover the processes that take place 
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within living cells. They repeated and verified those processes in laboratories under ar-
tificially simplified conditions. Using advanced detection methods, they were able to de-
termine the spatial structure of tens of thousands of proteins, including many enzymes. 
Electron microscopes made it possible in some cases to view such complex molecules 
right down to the level of their atoms. Nevertheless, all those techniques together rep-
resented the story of chemical reactions in a totally dead, artificially prepared environ-
ment. In recent years, new microscopy techniques have been developed that promise to 
make it possible to view the tiniest details of biochemical molecules in a complex living 
environment.

Resolution

One of these new techniques is photo-activated localisation microscopy (PALM), which 
uses fluorescent molecules within the cell itself as tiny light sources for the microscope. 
Another technique, stimulated emission depletion (STEd), makes clever use of external 
laser flashes to block out everything but the central point of light of these molecular 
light sources. The smaller the point of light, the greater the resolution of the micro-
scope. Currently, biochemists can use these new microscopes to distinguish structures 
that are separated by only a few nanometres (1 nanometre is a billionth of a metre). 
That is truly infinitesimal, but it is still too much if we want to produce a sharp image of 
the tiny structures within the cell.

However, expectations are that in the coming years the resolution of microscopes 
can be made ten times greater and perhaps even more. In that case, the new micro-
scopes will be able to produce images that are just as detailed as those of traditional 
electron microscopes but of the interior of living rather than dead cells. It is hoped that 
the images can be generated in such rapid succession that biochemical processes can 
be followed live.

With such techniques on the way, scientists even dare to hope that we will be able 
to understand how biochemical reactions operate within living cells. does the synthesis 
of large protein molecules take place differently in the viscous soup within a cell than 
in the test-tube? Where exactly does this protein synthesis take place, and how rapidly? 
How do the various different biochemical processes influence one another? And are the 
biochemical reactions in one living cell perhaps different to those in another? What role 
does chance play in this?

To answer all these fascinating questions, there will need to be further advances 
in microscopy in the years ahead. Methods are needed, for example, to get fluorescent 
molecules into the right place within the cell and also new ways of detecting and analys-
ing – rapidly and precisely – the light that they emit. Nevertheless, the insights that can 
be expected make all this work very much worthwhile.
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31 can we put together a living 
cell ourselves?

We are a long way from having complete kits with which to construct cells. But even 
though the real scientific questions are for the moment much more modest, they 
are no less intriguing. Can we reconstruct a living cell so as to make it carry out new 
tasks for us? Can we use the separate components of living cells to construct new 
materials and perhaps even equipment?

Synthetic biology is a logical extension of the explosive growth in knowledge and informa-
tion regarding molecular biology, genetics, chemistry and biochemistry that has become 
possible due to countless technological developments and the contribution of other dis-
ciplines such as physics, computer science, bio-informatics, and bioengineering. We can 
now unravel the dNA of organisms large and small in a twinkling; we can reconstruct 
large sections of dNA in the laboratory; we can determine which genes in an organism are 
‘on’ or ‘off’, and therefore which substances are being produced at that moment. We can 
closely follow the tasks of the various molecules and the life course of cells. Synthetic biol-
ogy uses all this knowledge to create new artificial cellular or non-cellular systems.

Redesigning

As yet, we are far from being able to redesign cells on the drawing board and then put 
them together in the laboratory. What is possible is more a question of constantly mod-
elling cells over and over again, applying trial and error, and making clever use of the 
possibilities of natural selection. 

The scope of synthetic biology is enormous, comprising not only the reconstruction 
or redesign of living cells but also the construction of new systems based on cell com-
ponents such as membrane lipids, receptors, channel proteins, and enzymes. Such in 
vitro constructions make use of the unique properties of bio-molecules and the unprec-
edented possibilities offered by organic chemistry for creating molecules and materials 
almost at will.

As a technology, synthetic biology is still in its infancy but the possibilities are enor-
mous for constructing cells containing new detection mechanisms, for example, and 
for making self-assembling biological materials. Synthetic biology has therefore really 
taken off and is being promoted worldwide. Whether we will ever really be able to put 
together an independent living cell from a kit – and not just for show – is still an open 
question, but the possibility is becoming more realistic all the time.
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32 can we simulate  
organs on a chip?

Chips are no longer just used for computer calculations: scientists are currently 
also constructing chips on which they can closely follow biological cells. Cells share 
substances and signals via tiny gossamer-thin channels. Will we be able to build 
chips that simulate tiny ‘tissues’ or even ‘organs’?

The technical sciences and the life sciences are growing closer all the time. Biological 
processes serve as inspiration for technical designs, while technical innovations make 
it possible to study biological processes ever more precisely. Increasingly, the two dis-
ciplines are in fact being combined, for example by having electronics take over the 
functions of living cells. 

The reverse is also true: biological cells are kept alive in fluid compartments on a 
chip, connected to one another via extremely thin channels or tiny semi-permeable 
membranes. Everything that happens on a chip is followed at high resolution by micro-
scopes and electrical micro-sensors and nano-sensors – it is as if a whole laboratory has 
been brought together on a single wafer of silicon.

Combining knowledge in the life sciences, bio-physics and nanotechnology, and the 
development of computer chips may make it possible at some point for scientists to 
develop a ‘body on a chip’. The first steps towards complex biological chips have already 
been taken in the Netherlands and within the foreseeable future it will be possible to 
simulate tissues on a chip.

Models

At the moment, bio-physicists are still using relatively simple models: their chips, for 
example, contain thousands of cells of only a single type. The next step will be to use 
several types of cell on a single chip to imitate the biological behaviour of a complex tis-
sue as a prelude to simulating an organ. 

Ultimately, the intention is to connect up such ‘organs’ again and to investigate how 
they collaborate or respond to a chemical substance administered from outside. That 
would not only teach us a great deal about how real organs work but would also enable 
us to predict the intended and unintended effects of medication.
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Part of the challenge lies in constructing systems at several biological levels. Besides 
chips that imitate the interactions between large groups of cells, chips can also be de-
veloped specifically to simulate what happens within a single cell. Such a chip would 
be able to simulate the mechanism of an individual cell by separating the different ele-
ments of the cell and monitoring their interaction.

The research can provide answers to some fascinating fundamental questions. Can 
we construct a chip system in which cells begin to collaborate with one another in new 
and unpredictable ways? At what level of complexity will the system begin to display 
unpredictable behaviour? Can we learn how to understand the interactions, for exam-
ple by switching individual elements of the system on and off? Can we construct sys-
tems that exhibit the complex behaviour that we require? These chips could also have 
applications in medicine, for example in research on the effects of various treatments 
and in developing new generations of implanted sensors.
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33 can chemical reactivity be 
predicted theoretically?

Experimentation has traditionally played a crucial role in chemistry: in order to 
know how a chemical reaction proceeds, it needs to be performed in the labora-
tory. However, chemists are now learning step by step how to simulate chemical 
reactions using calculation models; this is already possible with simple molecules. 
But can we also predict the progress of extremely complex reactions using such 
models?

Throughout the history of chemistry, the principle of trial and error has always played a 
major role. Chemical reactions took place by definition in the ‘test-tube’, and research-
ers trying to develop new methods of synthesis, alternative reagents, improved drugs, 
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or other new materials could not avoid performing numerous laboratory experiments. 
In the past fifty years, theoretical chemists have worked on methods of capturing 

chemical processes in reliable calculation models. Combinations with experimental re-
search have made it possible to test models, to adjust them, and to develop them fur-
ther.

Being able to simulate and predict chemical reactions by means of a computer would 
open up enormous opportunities in the field of chemistry. Chemists would be able to 
design new molecules, reactions, and materials without constantly needing to return to 
the lab to check whether what they had thought up was actually possible in reality. Com-
puter models would be able to tell them the structure of intermediary and end products 
beforehand, as well as how stable they are, how readily they react with other molecules, 
what physical properties they have, and how their presence can be demonstrated with 
spectroscopes.

Having effective models would usher in an entirely new way of working for many 
chemists. User-friendly computer models would greatly increase the creative possibili-
ties for virtually every researcher. No longer impeded by all kinds of practical limitations 
in the laboratory, they would be able to devise new molecules, materials and catalytic 
reactions, which would then only need to be checked in the laboratory later on.

Accuracy

Great progress has been achieved in the past fifty years. It is now already possible to 
model potential chemical reactions between a small number of atoms with great accu-
racy: the computer calculates how the various nuclei and electrons affect one another 
according to the laws of quantum mechanics and predicts with great reliability what the 
outcomes of the reactions will be. 

Somewhat more complex reactions, between a few dozen atoms, are also within 
reach of calculation models, although concessions do need to be made as regards ac-
curacy and detail. This is because the extent of the necessary calculations increases 
enormously as the molecules and the quantum-mechanical relationships between them 
become more complex. The computing capacity of the computer then quickly becomes 
a limiting factor.

In the decades ahead, the great challenge in theoretical chemistry will be to develop 
efficient calculation models that can simulate reactions with hundreds of atoms with 
reasonable accuracy. To put it in professional language: the calculations will need to be 
accurate to 0.5 kilojoules per mole. As in the hard reality of experimentation and nature, 
the models will also need to be able to reliably predict reactions in complex environ-
ments so that enzyme reactions and reactions in solution can also be tackled with the 
aid of theoretical chemistry.
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34 can we make molecules 
assemble themselves into new 

structures?

Chemical synthesis used to be restricted to combining atoms into molecules, with 
strong electron bonds as the ‘glue’. In nature, however, molecules also use other 
forces of attraction to spontaneously assemble themselves into ever larger struc-
tures. How far can chemists go in imitating that process, and can they construct 
entirely new material?

We now have many sophisticated ways of producing and analysing molecules. Over the 
past hundred years, synthesising millions of new molecules has enabled us to produce 
countless new materials, drugs, energy carriers, and auxiliary materials.

Molecules are constructed of atoms that bond together by sharing electrons. To cre-
ate new molecules, such strong ‘covalent’ bonds can be created or broken. Molecules 
also exert forces on one another, for example by having opposite electrical charges or by 
having a shared aversion to water. Most of these forces are weaker than covalent bonds, 
but that does not mean that they are any less important. The functions of molecules are 
directly related to their interactions with other molecules.

In nature, the interactions between many different molecules play an essential role. 
Molecules assemble themselves spontaneously, for example, into complex multi-mo-
lecular structures such as chromosomes and the double membranes that surround all 
biological cells.
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Symmetry

It has become possible in recent years to imitate molecular self-assembly on a limited 
scale. We can now construct molecules, for example, that spontaneously clump together 
into microscopically small globules. These include the liposomes that are used, for ex-
ample, to protect drugs while they are being transported through the skin or via the 
body’s circulation. 

In nature, self-assembly goes much further and takes place at many levels. Numer-
ous different macro-molecules assemble themselves into components of cells and those 
components in turn assemble themselves into complete cells. Cells form tissues, tissues 
form organs, and organs form organisms.

Our wish to synthesise more complex structures with new properties by means 
of self-assembly raises new and fundamental questions. Working closely with biolo-
gists, physicists, and technologists, chemists need to gain a greater understanding of 
the behaviour of large numbers of molecules and the combinations of many different 
macromolecules and other compounds. How do molecules organise themselves under 
these complex conditions? How important are the form and symmetry of the separate 
molecules and their ability to undergo transformation? What are the conditions – for 
example temperature – under which self-assembly takes place?

Researchers ultimately aim to understand and construct assemblies consisting of 
more and more increasingly different components. Separate components should have 
complex forms that fit in precisely with one another, as is the case in nature. They would 
also be involved in all kinds of chemical transformations. 

Researchers dream of ultimately being able to use self-assembly to design and syn-
thesise new materials with special optical, biomedical, or other properties. dynamic 
materials would then be increasingly similar to what we know from biology, and the 
present gap between dead and living material could partly be bridged. It is no wonder, 
therefore, that chemical self-assembly is one of the biggest challenges in the molecular 
sciences.
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35 how can we design chemical 
production methods that are 

sustainable?

Chemistry plays a major role in the search for solutions to one of the main challenges 
of the twenty-first century: that of creating greater, sustainable prosperity for an 
increasing, developing world population. Fundamental new methods of chemical 
synthesis will need to produce more complex molecules with fewer waste products 
and help tap new sources of energy and raw materials.

The twentieth century saw many breakthroughs, not least in chemistry. We discovered 
what molecules look like, how they work, and how we can transform them into almost 
any end product we wish. In the course of time, that has led to a wealth of plastics, 
fertilisers, pharmaceuticals, and new materials, and thus to sufficient food, health, and 
prosperity. Nevertheless, it has still not led to a world economy that involves fair distri-
bution, is sustainable, and is fully prepared for the future.

Basically, despite the enormous progress made, chemistry has essentially changed 
relatively little. A great deal of chemical production still depends on fossil raw materials 
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such as oil. We cause substances to react with one another in retorts and tanks to pro-
duce new compounds. The more complex the end product, the more reactions that are 
necessary, each producing its own waste products. In the case of many pharmaceuticals, 
manufacturing a single kilogram of a drug produces hundreds of kilograms of chemical 
waste products. Oil refining is much cleaner – less than 0.01 grams of waste per kilo-
gram of product – but it still produces waste because the extent of production is very 
much greater.

These are just a few aspects of what will be mankind’s central challenge over the 
coming century: to discover renewable raw materials and sustainable methods for 
producing sufficient food, materials, and energy. Creating a truly CO2-neutral society 
demands fundamental new knowledge. Chemists will therefore need to aim for major 
breakthroughs in chemical, biochemical and catalytic synthesis, chemical process tech-
nology and nanotechnology, and combinations of these.

Non-fossil fuels

If we are to reduce the quantity of chemical waste, we will need to discover efficient 
ways of reusing the by-products generated during synthesis, as happens in nature. An 
alternative may be to design methods of synthesis that are so selective that no by-prod-
ucts are in fact formed. This will only be possible using clever combinations of new 
reactor designs and catalysts.

Much of today’s chemistry was designed to insert oxygen atoms into low-oxygen 
fossil raw materials such as oil and natural gas; in future, it will become increasingly 
important to selectively remove oxygen atoms from vegetable raw materials, which are 
oxygen-rich. Biomass, the product of photosynthesis in green plants, consists mainly of 
carbohydrates. For those carbohydrates to be used as chemical building blocks, how- 
ever, oxygen will need to be removed from them selectively. This requires a radical 
change in our stock of catalysts, which were developed in recent decades in order to 
utilise fossil raw materials. 

A major – and fascinating – challenge is to design artificial photosynthesis systems 
that can utilise sunlight to convert carbon dioxide and water directly into methanol, etha-
nol, and hydrocarbons. Substances of this kind could be used immediately as fuels or as 
the chemical building blocks to construct more complex molecules and materials. All this 
demands a substantial increase in catalytic efficiency and active control of chemical 
processes at molecular scale. 

Chemists aim to generate fundamentally new knowledge in all these fields, not only 
from scientific curiosity but also because they wish to collaborate with industry in dis-
covering solutions to a pressing need, namely a world in which far more people can 
benefit sustainably from sufficient prosperity, food, raw materials, and energy.
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36 how should we organise and 
supervise the markets?

Greater competition does not always mean that the market operates in the best 
possible way – sometimes quite the opposite happens. Organising and supervising 
the market requires strong institutions. Multidisciplinary experimental research 
can help determine how those institutions should be structured so as to generate 
maximum prosperity.

The economic policy pursued by western governments does not always recognise that 
markets need to be created and supervised and that a free market can sometimes be 
detrimental. Much government policy is based on three hypotheses: liberalisation leads 
to greater competition; competition leads to lower costs, greater productivity, better-
quality products and more innovation; and each of these elements contributes to in-
creasing prosperity. All in all: competition is good and more competition is better.

But economic theory and reality are not that simple. Policymakers sometimes apply 
the main assumption of the welfare economy – namely that given certain conditions, 
prosperity is maximised when every individual pursues his own interest within a free 
market – to situations in which those conditions are far from being met. The credit crisis 
has demonstrated convincingly what can go wrong. The question is: what are the best 
institutions for structuring and regulating markets under contemporary conditions?

In the past 65 years, economists have carried out a lot of research on the conse-
quences of relaxing relatively ‘technical’, non-fundamental conditions for the free mar-
ket. More recently, however, attention has switched to the more fundamental causes of 
market failure: the lack of the necessary institutional structure (for example because of 
skewed power relationships), fundamental uncertainty and unpredictability, and actors 
who satisfy their needs in only a limited rational manner.

Peak

Research has shown, for example, that in market situations in which quality cannot be 
guaranteed, more competition can in fact be detrimental. We also know that traditional 
indicators of the intensity of competition can be misleading, and it was for this reason 
that in the Netherlands a better indicator, profit elasticity, was developed. A graph of the 
relationship between this competition indicator and prosperity (or innovation) does 
not show a straight rising line – ‘more competition always means more prosperity’ – in 
fact, the line peaks and then descends: too heavy competition leads to a drop in pros-
perity and innovation.
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Empirical research can help us determine where precisely the turning point is locat-
ed, i.e. the summit of the peak. The theory of ‘mechanism design’ tells us how we should 
organise markets or institutions in order to arrive close to the top. The challenge is to 
take sufficient account of the limited rationality of market parties and ‘agency problems’ 
in businesses, for example the conflicting interests of managers and shareholders.

The questions that arise include: How transparent does the market need to be in or-
der to enable consumers to choose? What should markets and institutions be like? How 
can the law help reduce fundamental uncertainty and regulate behaviour, but also make 
creative experimentation possible? The results of research need to be tested experi-
mentally with a view to designing stronger institutions. Institutions can be constructed 
on a small scale, for example, and tested in an economic laboratory.

Can market incentives have a negative effect on the intrinsic motivation of actors? 
does a free market lead to greater selfishness or in fact to more moral behaviour? To 
answer such questions convincingly, multidisciplinary collaboration will be necessary 
between economists, jurists, and psychologists.
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37 how can we best counter 
new forms of social inequality?

Increased economic equality between highly educated men and women is leading, 
ironically enough, to greater inequality between social classes. Wealthy two-parent 
families are ahead of the rest. International comparisons can show what govern-
ment measures can best help counter new forms of social inequality among both 
young and old.

The social sciences have long investigated the origin and continued existence of social 
inequality between groups of people, i.e. classes, generations, or genders. To explain 
inequality, social scientists make use of standardised status acquisition models, which 
utilise data on knowledge/education and socio-cultural background and skills. In prac-
tice, however, these models are only partially effective because they are restricted to the 
features of individuals.
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For a better understanding of social inequality, we need to look more closely at the 
influence of social relationships, for example the family of which the individual forms 
part and on which he or she is sometimes dependent. Up to now, that perspective has 
only really been applied in research specifically on young people. Individual perform-
ance and chances in life are in many ways dependent, however, on family relationships 
and other social networks. Inequalities are passed on, reinforced, or cancelled out, for 
example through ‘homogamy’, i.e. when both partners are from the same social class. 
Two partners who are university graduates have considerably more to spend than two 
partners with only a low level of education.

Financial and care obligations also have a major influence on the performance and 
chances of individual members of a family. A woman who has to invest a great deal of 
time and effort in taking care of the children and/or parents will not be able to make 
a career for herself. The transfer between generations of skills and styles of behaviour, 
for example motivation to learn or delinquency, increases the differences among young 
people.

Divorce

Studies have shown that increased economic equality between men and women – which 
is primarily to be found among those with an advanced level of education – leads in turn 
to increased inequality between social classes among young and old. Highly educated 
couples, with a high level of gender equality, have the best position on the labour market. 
Since the mid-1990s, they have also had a lower divorce rate than couples with a low level 
of education. They are also in a better position to arrange care for parents who need to be 
looked after. All these factors contribute to their being able to offer better chances in life 
for both the young and the elderly members of their family.

By contrast, the increased divorce rate among people with a low level of education 
has a reinforcing negative effect. The children of people with a low level of education 
have always been at a socio-economic disadvantage, but a larger number of broken 
homes – with all the associated emotional damage – and greater difficulty in arranging 
care for parents and grandparents have the effect of further increasing that disadvan-
tage.

There are major differences between the industrialised countries as regards care ar-
rangements for children and parents/grandparents who need to be looked after. There 
are also major differences in the financial and practical support for single persons, chil-
dren, young people, the elderly, the unemployed, and those who are occupationally in-
capacitated.

Systematic, theory-based, empirical research can help define policy measures to 
counter new forms of social inequality among young and old, for example by reducing 
the risks associated with financial and care obligations.
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38 is representative democracy 
experiencing a crisis of 

legitimacy?

In many countries, citizen support for representative democracy would seem to be 
under strain. International comparative research seeks to identify factors, on both 
the micro and macro scales, that influence support for political systems. Is support 
for the Dutch democratic system declining? How does that compare with trends 
elsewhere?

A legitimate political system, briefly speaking, is one based on the approval of the citi-
zens. In virtual every western country, there is discussion of the quality of representa-
tive democracy. In many countries, the legitimacy of indirect democracy would there-
fore seem to be under strain.

The legitimacy of a political system is a systemic feature, but it is generally measured 
at micro level, by means of surveys that ask individual citizens about their consent for 
the political system (or parts of it). In the Netherlands, for example, dutch Parliamen-
tary Electoral Studies (dKO) cover forty years of research, making it possible to provide 
a detailed picture of trends in the legitimacy of the dutch political system.

Is indirect democracy under discussion in this country too? More specifically: is the 
legitimacy of the dutch democratic system being eroded? does the popularity of po-
litical parties that react against the political establishment indicate dissatisfaction with 
our traditional party political system or, more broadly, dissatisfaction with the way de-
mocracy functions? If the latter, then what are the causes? Is it possible to counter this 
trend? And are the trends in the Netherlands different to those in other countries?

Systemic features 

When examining the causes of declining legitimacy, there are two research traditions. 
The first attempts to explain differences in support for political systems primarily by 
means of variables and the dynamic at the micro level of the individual citizen. The 
second tradition seeks the background to variation precisely in systemic features of 
the political system or in other macro factors. In recent years, international compara-
tive research has taken these methods of analysis a step further in projects such as the 
Comparative Study of Electoral Systems, the European/World Values Study, the European 
Social Survey (ESS), and the European Election Study (EES).
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Theoretical and empirical breakthroughs can be expected now that international 
collaboration projects enable us for the first time to investigate the interaction between 
micro and macro effects. We know, for example, that polarisation between political par-
ties has a positive effect on voter turnout at elections but we do not know for certain 
why that is the case. does polarisation increase people’s interest in politics, or does 
it increase the perception that there is in fact something to choose? And why are vot-
ers who vote for opposition parties in general less satisfied with the way the political 
system functions than those who vote for a governing party? Why is that difference 
much greater in ‘majoritarian democracies’ such as the United Kingdom – where parties 
alternate with one another in a system of majority rule – than in ‘consensus democra-
cies’ such as the Netherlands, where political parties need to reach consensus with one 
another in varying coalitions?

Studying the interactions between micro and macro effects will enable us to clarify 
these differences for the first time. It will also help determine what changes to the po-
litical system would have a positive or negative effect on how democracy functions.
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39 what institutions determine 
the vitality of a society?

The ideal of the open society is under pressure, for example from globalisation and 
migration. Can the achievements of the rule of law, parliamentary democracy, and 
the welfare state be maintained in their current form when numerous important 
processes operate beyond the country’s borders? What institutions actually deter-
mine the vitality of a society, and how have they developed?

The strength of a society is to a large extent determined by the quality of its institutions. 
Without a functional system of formal and informal rules, practices and organisations, 
it is not possible for markets, government and civil society to function properly either. 
Without legal codes, economic regulators, and a reliable judiciary, markets cannot get 
off the ground; without a system of transparency and public accountability and a tradi-
tion of active citizenship, the quality of public services remains poor; and without self-
organisation, reciprocity, and mutual trust, there can be no vital civil society.

Scientific and scholarly endeavour also benefits from the free exchange of ideas. Al-
though the desired society and the institutional quality of its components may be politi-
cally contentious, there is general agreement among scientists and scholars about the 
optimum result. That can perhaps best be described as what the philosopher Karl Pop-
per called an ‘open society’: a democratic society with a large number of civil freedoms, 
a large measure of legal protection and transparency, and with a bias towards social 
egalitarianism. The open society is based, briefly, on a number of characteristic institu-
tions.

For the western citizen of today, all this may perhaps seem perfectly evident, but 
from an historical or comparative perspective it is far from obvious. Modern western 
society is the product of slow development over centuries. It is rooted in the urban com-
munities of the Middle Ages and the representative bodies that originated in that pe-
riod. The advantages have been enormous: one need only consider such achievements 
as democracy and the welfare state, but also scientific and scholarly progress and tech-
nological innovation.

In the past few decades, however, various features of the open society have come un-
der pressure. Religious tolerance, for example, and a low-threshold social safety net no 
longer go without saying. The ideal of an open society is creaking at the seams, its identity 
is a matter of dispute, and its institutions are somewhat discredited. Is representative 
democracy still functioning properly and is the judicial system capable of tackling con-
temporary problems? These questions are being raised with increasing frequency.
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Changing institutions: Paradiso, Amsterdam’s ‘pop temple’, was once a  
protestant church.

Laboratory

One central question that presents itself for study is how open western societies de-
veloped and what underlying standards and values – together constituting ‘identity’ 
– played a role in that development. What does this tell us about the contemporary 
vitality and sustainability of these institutions?

Giving a convincing answer to that question demands not only the expertise of histo-
rians; other scholars in the humanities – for example jurists, philosophers, and theolo-
gians – can and must make a major contribution. The same goes for the social sciences, 
within which questions of this kind are also highly topical.

Although the problems are international, the Netherlands can be seen as a kind of 
laboratory for the open society, with roots going far back in history. That makes our 
country a suitable basis for global comparisons.
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40 will we soon be living in the 
‘united states of europe’?

There is no longer any simple hierarchy of European law and national law. The 
two form a complex system with ‘permeable’ layers. How do the European Union 
and the European Court of Human Rights affect the Dutch legal system and conse-
quently the Dutch economy, society, and politics? And does the common currency 
mean that a federal ‘United States of Europe’ is inevitable?

For a long time, the relationship between EU law and national law was a straightforward 
one because it was hierarchical: international law took precedence over national law 
and international bodies, within their specific area of competence, were more powerful 
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than the national state. The slight loss of autonomy in a limited number of areas was a 
minor, acceptable price that the Netherlands, as a trading nation, paid for the economic 
advantages of an open European market.

Now, however, the EU is developing some of the features of a federal state, with the 
Member States rather like the constituent states, the European Commission as the fed-
eral government, the euro as the common currency, and the European Convention for 
the Protection of Human Rights and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European 
Union as the constitution. 

EU law and the Charter based on it have long ceased to be restricted to the tradition-
al freedoms. The same applies to the judgments handed down by the European Court 
of Human Rights, which now also rules on equality, social entitlements, and national 
policy regarding aliens. Especially where the latter is concerned, the Court imposes sig-
nificant restrictions on dutch courts and public bodies.

Margins

Within the European legal system, numerous layers of the law are increasingly influ-
encing one another, with one system prevailing and then another, depending on the 
particular matter concerned. There is an urgent need for this complex system to be 
subjected to thorough analysis, clarified, and evaluated. After all, it has not only legal 
consequences, but also a social, economic, and political impact. 

One important question, for example, is how national courts should take interna-
tional standards into account in their judgments. The European Court of Human Rights 
works on the basis of a ‘margin of appreciation’: it considers that, within certain mar-
gins, the various Member States may interpret European human rights in the light of 
their own cultural, historical, and philosophical background. The national courts, which 
are closer to the matter being adjudicated and which have a better feel for the local 
situation, are the first appropriate instance for determining whether human rights have 
been violated. The European Court of Human Rights operates solely as a safety net at a 
distance.

The principle is clear enough but the consequences for courts at national level – in-
cluding the courts in the Netherlands and the Netherlands Antilles – are by no means 
clear. How broad are the margins? The agenda for the years ahead will also include the 
more practical issue of determining the best way of organising European matters. The 
European Court of Human Rights is snowed under by more cases than it can deal with, 
but it is extremely difficult to organise things differently.

Within the European Union, the effects of the inherent tension between the Com-
mission, the Parliament, and the Council of (national) Ministers are apparent. We have 
monetary union, for example, but the political instruments for enforcing the attend-
ant policy are still inadequate. Will the current financial crisis make more far-reaching 
federalisation of Europe and political union inevitable? And if so, what form should the 
federal structure take? Are there alternatives?
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41 when do social networks 
promote long-term 

collaboration?

Long-term collaboration is vital to any society. When deciding to collaborate, peo-
ple are influenced not only by economic considerations or possible sanctions but 
also by social considerations that have been ‘built in’ by evolution. Can we develop a 
model to predict the role played by groups and social networks when people decide 
to collaborate?

All human communities are based on collaboration. This applies to small groups such as 
families and businesses and also to large-scale collective movements such as campaigns, 
strikes, demonstrations, and revolutions. In a cooperative relationship, the parties con-
cerned contribute to achieving a collective good  because the potential results brought 
about by collaboration are greater than what the individual parties could achieve if they 
did not collaborate.

Many collective benefits – for example clean streets, hospital hygiene, or a company’s 
productivity – require long-term collaboration. In ‘social dilemma situations’ however 
– in which people need to sacrifice their own interest to a collective interest – collabora-
tion has by definition an unstable basis. Long-term collaboration is therefore difficult 
for a society to achieve.

The solution to this problem was for a long time sought in the creation of formal 
institutions backed up by incentives, i.e. rewards or punishments. That approach was 
based on a model of economic rationality that focused on conscious, individual cost-
benefit decisions and egotistical maximisation of benefit. 
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Recent empirical research shows, however, that incentives have only a limited effect 
and that an important role in collaboration is in fact played by ‘social rationality’. In 
certain situations, people appear to collaborate better if the focus is not on incentives. 
These new insights have led researchers to revise the model for the development of 
collaboration. The new model assigns an important role to evolution-based human so-
ciality. The model does not simply shift the solution from formal to informal institutions 
but does justice to the interaction between them. The central consideration is that indi-
viduals are embedded in groups, social networks and authority structures, and that the 
interactions within these influence the quality and permanence of their collaboration.

No guarantee 

Empirical research on the connection between social networks and collaboration raises 
more questions than it answers. Tightly knit social networks such as those found in 
teams in a work environment appear not to offer any guarantee for solving social di-
lemmas. Strong social bonds between collaborators can be counterproductive for col-
laboration, while partnerships that have long been stable can suddenly fall apart. Truly 
long-term collaboration sometimes turns out to be possible within very loose social re-
lationships, sometimes even without any direct contact between individuals or groups. 
One example is the way people collaborate on open source software or Wikipedia.

The interplay of social relationships, social networks, and patterns of collaboration 
changes over time, but we still know little about its evolution, dynamics, and erosion. 
Even less is known about the interaction between social networks and formal authority 
structures.

To understand when and how long-term collaboration is possible, psychologists, 
economists, and sociologists will build on two important fields of research: research 
on theoretical models of social rationality and on empirical models that can clarify the 
complex interaction between social networks, authority structures, and collaborative 
relationships, including statistically.
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42 can the law protect the 
environment?

The traditional legal system is not equipped to tackle worldwide environmental 
problems. Innovation will be necessary if it is to deal with cross-border environ-
mental damage. But what form will that innovation take? What new, coordinated 
legal instruments are necessary?

The Netherlands is a densely populated, urbanised, low-lying, coastal country, transect-
ed by two major rivers. Like other delta areas, it is exceptionally vulnerable to the ef-
fects of cross-border environmental problems such as climate change and loss of bio-
diversity.

These problems will have a major impact on the country’s economy in the coming 
decades. By their nature, they can also only be tackled effectively by means of interna-
tional cooperation. That this has so far been unsuccessful is partly due to the interna-
tional legal system being inadequate for the task. 

There are in fact international environmental conventions but they are highly frag-
mented and their scope is sometimes too limited. Protection for rivers, the sea, the soil, 
and the air is regulated by various separate conventions. One convention may have been 
ratified by five signatory states, another by twenty, and another by a hundred and fifty. 
Some conventions are signed by environment ministers and others by foreign ministers. 
Some are very up to date while others are obsolete. Many were drawn up in response to 
particular incidents, for example the Chernobyl disaster or major oil spills.

If the legal regime is fragmented, the possibilities for enforcing compliance with the 
various conventions are even more restricted. There is no ‘world environment police 
force’ or international environment court, and there are hardly any sanctions for non-
compliance.

Research and innovation

In recent years, there have been a number of encouraging developments, for example 
the self-regulation introduced by international industry. Working with non-governmen-
tal organisations, various sectors have created global quality hallmarks for sustainable 
production, for example the Forest Stewardship Council for tropical hardwoods and the 
Round Table on Sustainable Palm Oil. Out of concern for the financial consequences of 
environmental damage and climate change, banks, pension funds and insurance compa-
nies are investing in enterprises that operate sustainably. 
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Various economic instruments are also being introduced. Penalties imposed pursu-
ant to the conventions to protect the ozone layer have succeeded in banning the harmful 
CFCs used in spray cans and fridges; emissions trading allows countries or companies 
to trade the right to emit CO2; the clean development mechanism allows industrialised 
countries to achieve their reduction in developing countries if that is more efficient.

What the combined effects will be of these market-driven regulatory mechanisms is 
not clear, however. Are they sufficient? do they promote or hinder government regula-
tion at international or national level? What mix of instruments is most effective? Can 
the interaction between mechanisms and levels be improved, and if so how?

These questions are pressing ones, and scientific research to find answers is abso-
lutely vital. That research will need to be interdisciplinary because legal and economic 
instruments sometimes coincide and their effects are also of a psychological, sociologi-
cal, and ecological nature. 

Innovations are also necessary in international law. We need an international legal 
system that is more than just the sum of its parts, that reduces the amount of merely ad 
hoc regulatory legislation and that applies and coordinates a whole range of measures 
such as sanctions, subsidies, and ‘naming and shaming’. Just how such a system should 
be designed without unnecessarily meddling with national sovereignty is a fundamen-
tal, challenging, and urgent question for the world and for researchers.
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43 can we design new materials 
at the atomic scale?

How a material behaves on a macroscopic scale is determined by its structure on 
the atomic scale. But how the transition from the atomic to the macroscale occurs 
is often unclear. Let’s assume we want to design a new material with precisely the 
performance that we need. Do we know what it should be like at the atomic scale?

That question can arise in the case of metal girders that need to have the right combi-
nation of hardness and flexibility for use in a particular construction. Those properties 
are ultimately determined by the atoms of which the metal is composed and the forces 
that they exert on each other. But the same applies to all kinds of materials: composites, 
biomaterials, or something as basic as running water. Even hurricanes in the earth’s 
atmosphere ultimately consist of enormous quantities of minuscule atoms that exert 
forces on each  other and thus create a gigantic vortex.

Materials scientists aim to understand and predict the behaviour of materials on a 
macroscopic scale based on what they are like at the atomic scale. The ideal would be 
to discover detailed laws that apply to any type of material. Having done that, a further 
dream is to use those laws to design new materials on the drawing board, with closely 
specified performance, merely on the basis of the atoms of which they are composed.

Clever approach

Researchers used calculation models in order to investigate the relationship between 
the various scales. By first calculating the forces that operate between a large number of 
atoms, they can then use a computer to simulate the behaviour of a material on a larger 
scale. Verifying the predicted behaviour against what happens in reality can then allow 
them to gradually improve the model.

Models for the weather and for climate illustrate both the power and limitations of 
such models. Superfast computers can now calculate the behaviour of the atmosphere 
quite effectively, but ultimately every model is just a simplification of reality. The ideal 
model would divide the whole of the earth’s atmosphere up into little cells, each of just 
a few cubic centimetres, but no computer would be able to complete the necessary cal-
culation.
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In actual practice, keeping the calculations manageable means omitting a great deal 
of information, but doing so as cleverly as possible. This is the approach taken in ‘multi-
scale models’. One method, for example, is to concentrate the computing capacity at the 
points where the forces are greatest. Another is to include a phenomenon that occurs 
at an intervening scale in the model for the largest scale in such a way that it becomes 
possible to greatly reduce the necessary computing capacity.

There have been great advances in the development of such multi-scale models in 
recent years. One new approach, for example, involves attempting to include probability 
processes in the model, as well as the interaction between a material and its environ-
ment. Multi-scale models are helping to answer some big scientific questions. The pos-
sibilities for ultimately applying this knowledge are countless, in such varied fields as 
biomaterials, energy, the environment, and security.
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44 can we create materials 
that heal their own defects?

For centuries, we have attempted to make materials resistant to damage by mak-
ing them stronger. Recently, however, materials scientists have adopted a different 
approach: they are now trying to create materials that – as in nature – can last for 
a long time because they heal damage or deterioration themselves.

In 1635, Galileo Galilei posed a fundamental scientific question in his Dialogo: ‘Why do 
things fall apart?’ Every material displays defects and loses its functionality over the 
course of time or when subjected to heavy loading. 

In the modern world, strong, long-lasting materials are essential for progress. The 
Industrial Revolution was based on steel; cheap mass production was made possible by 
plastics; the computer revolution required ultra-pure silicon; and large-scale utilisation 
of solar energy would be impossible without long-lasting photovoltaic materials.
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Materials are required to have specific mechanical, chemical and physical proper-
ties, but they also need to retain those properties for a long time. Until recently, there 
was only one design strategy for making materials reliable, namely to prevent the oc-
currence of defects for as long as possible by making materials stronger or chemically 
inert.

In the past few years, materials scientists have realised that nature approaches the 
design problem in a different manner. Plants and animals do not make their materials as 
strong as possible but ensure that the components that are most susceptible to deteriora-
tion can repair themselves. Human skin is not ultra-strong but it constantly rejuvenates 
itself and repairs minor damage. Our brittle, ceramic bones are not as strong as steel but 
they can cure cracks or minor fractures. To increase the useful life of a material, nature 
therefore often selects a strategy that can be summed up as ‘cure is better than preven-
tion’.

Bio-implants

Materials scientists are attempting to apply this natural design strategy by finding ways 
to make man-made materials heal themselves. That is a particularly inviting prospect 
when it is extremely expensive or difficult to renew or heal the material concerned in 
other ways. Every material is different, so the specific solution will be different in each 
case. All self-healing materials will need, however, to contain elements that can migrate 
through the material to where damage has occurred, and that can then repair the dam-
age quickly enough that functionality is retained.

dutch research in this field has already produced self-healing polymers in which 
chemical compounds can be recreated, concrete in which calcium-producing bacteria 
fill small cracks, asphalt that can ‘rejuvenate’ itself by heating up internally, and self-
healing heat coatings, for example for turbines in jet engines and power stations.

Researchers are now also attempting to develop self-healing materials for use in the 
human body. Such materials would be able, for example, to prevent a patient needing 
to undergo repeated surgery to replace worn-out implants. However, the human body 
imposes strict conditions as regards temperature, electrochemical activity and toxicity, 
making the job of designing self-healing bio-implants extremely complex and challeng-
ing.
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45 can we understand the 
behaviour of complex and 

living material?

The properties of both living and inorganic material are determined by the compo-
nents of which they are made up and the interaction between those components. 
Living material generally consists of far more different components than inorganic 
material. Nevertheless, the basic question remains the same: can we reduce the 
complexity of both types of material to simple principles?

There are mysteries in the world of physics not only as regards phenomena at a very 
large scale (for example the universe) and the very small scale (for example elementary 
particles) but also at the scales in between, the objects in the everyday world around 
us. For a long time, physicists have achieved success with a reductionist approach, by 
attempting to understand those macroscopic phenomena from the perspective of their 
microscopic properties. For complex materials, however, in which the interaction be-
tween a large number of different components is crucial, that reductionist approach 
runs up against its limits.

Understanding the behaviour of elementary particles or atoms is insufficient to un-
derstand the behaviour of a collection of molecules: a water molecule is not yet water. 
This applies all the more to complex materials such as milk, rubber, plastic, hair gel, 
cornflour or paint, all of which consist of large molecules. The behaviour of complex 
materials is surprisingly different to that of a seemingly simple liquid like water. Corn-
flour, for example, behaves like a liquid if you slowly press a tennis ball into it but as a 
solid if you throw the ball at it hard.

In practice, the reductionist small-to-large approach often turns out not to work, 
certainly when we want to understand the behaviour of extremely complex living mate-
rials. Physicists are therefore trying to establish laws that will enable us to understand 
the macroscopic behaviour of complex materials in simpler terms. Thanks to a combi-
nation of experimentation and computer simulation, they have already made significant 
progress in this field.

Living cell

As is so often the case, the principle that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts 
also applies to materials. This is already true of inorganic materials but it is all the more 
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so with organic materials, which are far more complex. In the end, physical principles 
and processes are what make a living cell do what it is supposed to do. 

Studying the behaviour of living materials is leading to fundamental new challenges 
for physicists and to a new scientific discipline that is still in its infancy. How do living 
cells and their components communicate and interact? What are the minimum compo-
nents that a living cell must have in order to function? And – one of the greatest myster-
ies of science – how does a collection of inorganic material form a living brain that is 
aware of its own existence?

Understanding the behaviour of complex living materials is also of great practical 
value, for example in medicine. Problems such as ‘how does an embryo grow?’ or ‘how 
does cancer develop?’ can – and must – be approached from the perspective of physics. 

Using modern techniques of molecular biology and physics, researchers have al-
ready gone a long way towards revealing the physics of life. In the years ahead, more 
and more precise measuring methods and computational techniques will enable them 
to increasingly clarify the complexity of living material.
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46 when will the quantum 
computer replace the 

traditional computer?

Inventions such as the transistor, the laser, and superconducting materials were a 
direct spin-off of quantum mechanics which was developed in the first half of the 
twentieth century. In the twenty-first century, answering questions of quantum me-
chanics will also produce pioneering applications, for example ultrafast quantum 
computers and ultrasensitive quantum sensors.

Quantum theory describes everything that takes place at the atomic scale or at an even 
smaller scale. In the quantum world, particles such as electrons sometimes behave as 
waves. Conversely, light waves can sometimes behave like particles, namely photons. 
This exceptional ‘quantum behaviour’ has all kinds of surprising applications, particu-
larly in electronics.

In the traditional world of digital information, a ‘bit’ – the most basic unit of informa-
tion – can have only one of two values: at a given moment, a bit is either a 0 or a 1. In 
quantum mechanics, however, a ‘qubit’ (quantum bit) can also be in a ‘superposition’ in 
which it is both 0 and 1. Another special aspect of the quantum world is ‘entanglement’. 
In traditional bits, the value of one bit does not affect the value of another, but that is in 
fact possible with quantum bits.

Thanks to quantum phenomena such as superpositions and entanglement, it should 
be possible to construct quantum computers that can solve some computing problems 
astronomicallyfaster than any conceivable traditional computer. Although each genera-
tion of traditional computers is faster than the previous one, the end is in sight. A quan-
tum computer would relate to an ordinary computer as an ordinary computer does to 
an abacus. Quantum computers could be used for such tasks as secure encryption of 
sensitive information.

Springboard

Besides quantum computers, quantum mechanics offers other ways of breaking away 
from the natural speed limit that applies to current traditional computer chips. It is theo-
retically possible, for example, to store digital information not as an electrical charge, as 
at present, but to record it in the direction of rotation, i.e. the spin, of electrons. The chip 
would then generateless heat, so it could become smaller and faster.
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In 2004, Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov – both of whom had been working in 
the Netherlands for many years – discovered a method for making graphene, a material 
consisting of only a single layer of carbon atoms. For that discovery, they received the 
Nobel Prize in Physics in 2010. One of the major questions in quantum technology is 
whether graphene can succeed silicon as the material for constructing chips.

In 2010, the first object visible to the naked eye – a miniature ‘springboard’ – was 
placed in a quantum state: it was vibrating and not vibrating at the same time. At some 
point in the future, this phenomenon could be used, for example, as an ultrasensitive 
quantum sensor.

Quantum technology holds great promise but applying it commercially is still a ma-
jor challenge. This is due to environmental influences mean that quantum states such as 
entanglement and superposition can easily get lost. A intense search is therefore going 
on for effective ways of protecting quantum states.
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particles to the 

universe
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47 what are the elementary 
particles and forces that make 

up all matter?

At the most fundamental level, physics describes the universe in terms of elemen-
tary particles and elementary forces between those particles. Up to now, the stand-
ard model developed in the twentieth century provided the best description of those 
particles and forces. But that model has a lot of loose ends and the aim of physicists 
in the coming decades is to finally tie them up.

The standard model brings together three of the four familiar elementary forces of na-
ture within a single quantum-mechanical theory. That theory explains the behaviour of 
minuscule atoms and molecules and describes the six types of elementary components 
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(quarks) that go to make up those atoms. The dutch physicists Gerard ’t Hooft and Mar-
tinus Veltman were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1999 for their contribution 
to the theory of those components. The standard theory tallies remarkably well with all 
the experiments on subatomic particles that have so far been conducted.

Unfortunately, gravity, the fourth elementary force of nature, which is mainly rel-
evant to large objects, does not fit into the quantum-mechanical theory. It is in fact Ein-
stein’s theory of relativity – which unifies space, time, and matter – that can provide a 
cogent explanation of the very largest and heaviest objects in the universe, for example 
neutron stars and black holes. 

The big challenge in theoretical physics is to reconcile the quantum theory of the 
infinitesimal with the gravitational theory of the truly enormous.

Higgs boson

The physics of the forces of nature at the very biggest and very smallest scales come 
together perfectly naturally when we investigate the origin of the universe. Quantum 
physics and the theory of relativity should be able to combine into a new theory that 
will answer such questions as: Why does space have three dimensions and time only 
one? Why does the universe look the same in all directions? did the natural constants 
that we measure today always have the same values in the past? Are there really only 
four elementary forces of nature, or are there more?

Investigation of the elementary building blocks of matter continues apace. Physi-
cists are eagerly looking forward to the initial results of experiments with the world’s 
most powerful particle accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European 
Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva. The LHC, which finally started up 
in 2010, causes minute particles to collide at phenomenal speeds. The resulting debris 
will enable scientists to derive new insights into the fundaments of nature.

The Netherlands is participating in research with three of the four LHC detectors. 
The largest of these is being used in the search for the ‘Higgs boson’, an elementary 
particle that has been at the top of the discoveries wish list for many years. The Higgs 
boson is predicted by the standard model but has never actually been observed. It can 
explain why the other elementary particles have mass. A second detector will be used 
to recreate the chemical cloud that existed immediately after the ‘Big Bang’, i.e. just af-
ter the birth of the universe. The third detector will focus on why there is currently far 
more matter than antimatter, despite the two having been in equilibrium just after the 
universe was born. In the years ahead, the LHC will be used to cause increasingly pow-
erful collisions. Every step will bring closer the discovery of epoch-making answers to 
fundamental scientific questions.
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48 stars and planets:  
how are they born  

and how do they die?

Gas and dust clouds in space are the nurseries for stars and planets. New instru-
ments located both in space and in laboratories on earth enable astronomers to 
reveal more and more about the birth and death of heavenly bodies.

The dutch have always been curious about the dark and seemingly infinite space of 
which our Earth forms part. Where do the stars and planets come from? Is there life 
elsewhere in the universe? It was only with the invention of the telescope in the Nether-
lands in 1608 that such questions could be investigated scientifically.

Titan, one of the moons of Saturn, was discovered by Christiaan Huygens in 1655. 
The Oort cloud – a spherical cloud made up of billions of bits of ice and rock that sur-
rounds the Sun at a great distance from it and which is the source of new comets – is 
named after the dutch astronomer Jan Hendrik Oort. The Kuiper belt – a comparable 
circular belt of ice and rock closer to the edge of the solar system – takes its name from 
the dutch astronomer Gerard Kuiper.

Recent developments, for example in telescope technology, make it possible to an-
swer not only questions about the physics of the universe but also its chemistry. How is 
it possible – in the extreme cold and emptiness of space and under constant bombard-
ment by hazardous cosmic radiation – for complex molecules to be formed?

From dust to star and back again

When, after billions of years, a star comes to the end of its life, it hurls huge quantities 
of matter into space. That matter is then struck by cosmic radiation and other particles, 
resulting in chemical interactions. The changes that occur in the gas and dust enable as-
tronomers to track the physical processes taking place when a star dies. The new atoms 
and molecules that are formed also constitute the raw material for the next generation 
of stars and planets. The cycle from dust to star and back again thus continues.

Among the most important tasks of astronomy today is the search for planets circu-
lating stars other than our own Sun, i.e. ‘exoplanets’. The first exoplanet was identified 
in 1995 but more than five hundred are now known. The more exoplanets they discover, 
the more astronomers wish to know how they were formed, how they differ from our 
neighbours Jupiter and Saturn, and why the orbits of exoplanets are nothing like those 
of the planets in our solar system.
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The temperature on some exoplanets will be moderate enough for liquid water to 
exist. Because that is a precondition for life as we know it, these planets will be the ob-
ject of astronomers’ search for traces of extra terrestrial life. Life on those planets could 
reveal its presence as ‘fingerprints’ in the form of molecules and dust particles in the 
atmosphere or on the surface.

In the coming decades, astronomers will develop increasingly powerful telescopes 
in their search for planets similar to our own Earth. Once such planets have been identi-
fied, the next task will be to analyse the components of these distant heavenly bodies.
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49 how was the universe 
formed and how did it develop?

If there is one question that truly arouses scientific curiosity, then it is how the 
universe was formed. And once it had been formed, what happened next? When did 
light come into being, when were atoms formed, and why is matter distributed so 
unequally throughout the universe?

Since the late twentieth century we have become fairly certain that the universe origi-
nated with the Big Bang some 13.7 billion years ago, and that the galaxies that we can 
now observe are the result of the irregular structure that the universe has had since it 
began.

Some 400,000 years after the Big Bang, the expanding universe was cool enough 
for the first atoms to be formed from nuclear particles and electrons. It took several 
hundred million years, however, before the first stars, galaxies, and black holes came 
into being. The radiation from these first stars and black holes could then split the at-
oms again into nuclei and electrons: the phase of reionisation. dutch astronomers have 
always had a particular interest in that phase.

Dark matter

There is yet another intriguing question about our concept of the cosmos: how could 
we think for so long that we knew more or less all there was to know about it? In just 
the past few decades, it became clear, first of all, that – in addition to nuclear particles 
and electrons – the universe must also contain an enormous quantity of ‘dark matter’, 
i.e. matter that influences the movement of the stars but that does not emit radiation.
Then, about ten years ago, came the entirely unexpected discovery that empty space 
also contains energy that causes the universe to expand faster than predicted by the 
laws of nature.

Although the mysterious ‘dark matter’ comprises more than seventy percent of all 
the energy in the universe, we still do not understand it at all. It makes up more than 
twenty percent of all matter, meaning that – even after a century of observation – we 
have still not described even four percent of the universe. A great deal of astronomical 
research now focuses on the composition of dark matter and the ‘equation of state’ of 
dark energy. The information discovered will enable physicists to clarify the true nature 
of dark matter and dark energy.
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The Big Bang almost certainly produced equal quantities of matter and antimatter. 
In ‘our’ matter, for example, electrons have a negative charge and rotate around a posi-
tive nucleus, while in antimatter they have a positive charge while that of the nucleus 
is negative. When a particle of matter and one of antimatter collide, an explosion takes 
place and both particles are ‘annihilated’, i.e. they return to energy. Similarly, pairs of 
particles and their antiparticles can spontaneously arise from energy.

The scientific consensus is that when the first matter came into being from energy 
after the Big Bang, the same amounts of matter and antimatter also came into being. 
But now the world around us consists entirely of ordinary matter and all the antimatter 
would appear to have disappeared from the universe. What caused that asymmetry? 
Experiments with CERN’s particle accelerator – to which dutch researchers are making 
a major contribution – can help find an answer.
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